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INTRODUCTION
By Maurick Farm an.

Paris, le 23 mars, 1913.

Cher Monsieur Mellor,

Je viens de lire votre ouvrai,^c sur

I'art de devenir aviateur et je ne saurais

voLis dire combien il m'a interesse.

Les lecteurs y trouveront relatd d une

fa9on claire et precise ce qu'il faut faire

pour commencer a savoir voler, et aussi,

ce qui peut etre plus important encore,

" tout ce qu'il ne faut pas faire."

lis y trouveront aussi decrits d'une fa^on

tout a fait pittoresque les amusants a cotes

de la vie de I'eleve aviateur qui sont

reserves aux amateurs de ce nouveau sport.

Je suis sur que par sa lecture un grand

nombre de jeunes gens seront convaincus

et voudront gouter de cette merveilleuse

locomotion a travers les airs, et par la

vous aurez rendu un tres reel service a

I'aviation,

C4yC(y^
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THE AIR PILOT

CHAPTER I

THE WOULD-BE PILOT

I
WANT to fly. The question is how
and where. I have just returned from
abroad with a limited amount of leave
of absence, and I want to do the trick

as quickly as possible. If I am unable within
three months to report to the War Office that
I have obtained my certificate, I shall have
to rejoin my station abroad. I also want to
do It as cheaply as possible, for 1 have had
to pay my passage home, and shall also have
to pay for that of my successor out. The
advertisements of the various aerodromes in
the aeronautical journals seem to ofl^er al'
that one can reasonably demand. The general
quotation seems to be for l^ Sy which includes

I B



2 THE AIR PILOT

risks to machine and third party, I inquire

the cost of insuring myself against accident

and death, and receive a quotation of £i

^

per cent. This is not good enough, so I

decide to risk it.

I had written while abroad to some of

the best-known schools for particulars, and

I found the answers awaiting me at home.

Some of these were business-like, with

printed forms of agreement, others of the

chatty description. On inquiry at the War
Office I was told that no advice was given

as to what school I should go, or on what

machine I should learn, except that the

biplane at present was preferred to the

monoplane. I had simply to get my certifi-

cate in any way I liked, and the War Office

would refund me £y ^.

I happened to have a friend who had been

flying now for a couple of years, and had

a pretty thorough acquaintance with the

flying business both in England and France.

He advised me to go straight to the latter

country, telling me I should save time, get

better experience, and that the prestige of the
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French certificate was higher than the English
one. I decided to act on this advice, and
have no cause to regret that I did so.

At the same time, I cannot say I should
not have done as well had I stayed in

England, nor would my present very limited

experience justify a critical comparison on my
part between the schools generally of the
two countries.

Within a week of arriving home I left for

Paris. I went to what was described to me
as a comfortable little hotel, and which I

hoped would be inexpensive. I found
myself in a pol e, the very atmosphere of
which smelt e ensive, and proved to be
so. Next morning I braced myself lo.

struggle with the Paris telephone system,
and after a series of desperate bouts I got
through to the Maison Farman at Billan-
court, and arranged for an interview with
one of the brothers Farman in the afternoon.
A long ride in the still-existing, absurdly
antiquated-looking steam tram took me from
the Place de la Concorde to Billancourt, and
I took a seat outside the Farman Office
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about 3 p.m. Some time after 4 Mr. Dick
Farman arrived, and I arranged in a few

minutes for taking my brevet for ^75. Even
in that short time we were interrupted by
the arrival of several visitors on pressing

business. One of them was the Minister

for one of the Balkan States, and desired to

expedite an order for aeroplanes for the seat

of war, I was then kindly taken round the

very fine new workshops by Mr. Farman,

who explained some of the interesting pro-

cesses in the construction of the Henry and

Maurice Farman biplanes. It was interest-

ing to see how these two brothers continued

to develop their particular creations on their

own lines in the same shops. The shops

were humming with activity, and gave one
the impression of immense human bee-hives.

About one aeroplane a day was being turned

out, which was insufficient to keep pace with

the demands. I tried to find out which of

the two types of machine was in greater

demand, and gathered it was about the same
for both. I had to choose which ^ype of

machine I would learn on, and the difference
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between the two is considerable. During
the last French manoeuvres escadrilUs of both

kinds had been employed. I knew that

machines of both types had been supplied to

the home Government, but I believed that

the majority were Maurice Farmans, and I

knew also that a company had been started

in England for the building of the Maurice
machines. 1 decided to learn on the

Maurice, which has the attractive reputa-

tion of being the easiest and safest for the

bcgmner. Mr. Farman told me there was
a school at Buc and another at Etampes,
to either cf which I could go, and that there

was little to choose between them. For the

school at Buc one would live at Versailles

which was handy for Paris, while Etampes
was an hour away by rail. It struck me at

once that the proximity of the Boulevards

to Buc mighty prove a fatal attraction, so

1 elected for Etimpes, which was said to be
a better ground if anything. There was,

moreover, an English officer at the latter

school.



CHAPTER II

ARRIVAL AT THE SCHOOL

ut day.—\ arrived next day at j^tampes at
the Hotel du Grand Courrier, where Lieut.
X, the English officer referred to above,
was staying, and obtained an excellent
room at 4 francs a day. The charges for
meals were petit dejeuner, y^ c. ; dejeuner,

3 fr.
; diner, 3 fr. 50 c. The cuisine was

always excellent.

Afte'- dejeuner the school car started for
the flying ground, which is about four
miles out of the town. The camion would

6



ARRIVAL AT THE SCHOOL 7

take about a dozen passengers, and on this

occasion there were about half that number.

Two French officers in uniform were of the

party. They had obtained the ordinary

certificate, or brevet civi/^ some time before,

and were now training for the "brevet

mi/itaire,'" which is a very superior affair.

Lieut. X was ready to take his certificate

at the first suitable opportunity. He could

have done so before, but was advised to

hold on for a time in order to obtain further

practice in the vol plani and flying generally.

At this school, he told me, one is not hurried,

nor pressed to attempt the necessary flights

for one's certificate before one feels confident.

The school consists of a dozen large

hangars, containing Henry and Maurice

Farman biplanes. The ground is bordered

on one side by the main route to Orleans,

on the other by a narrow belt of trees about

five hundred yards long and five hundred

yards away. For the rest, the surrounding

country is open and undulating, grass and

stubble alternating with ploughed land, save

tor the relief of a number of small woods
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sparsely scattered. The square half mile orso of flying g,o„„d p^„p^^ ^^^^^.^^^ ^^
"rf b.t one can fly over the adjoining
ountry wh,ch is destitute of hedges of

fences of any description. The narrow beltof trees mentioned above is used as the Ion.-.softhe oval followed in making a circuitw .ch ,s always carried out lelhan d!

Jo dour:
"'"^^^ ^°'"s '^^'-^--^^^ isno doubt because some machines with rotary"gmes turn to the left more easily .,an toHe "ght U is an ofl^ence to make a right!h nded crcuit, unless there is no possibLyof any other machine being about withwhxh one might collide.

There was a certain amount of wind ande Manager and Chief Pilot (in thiseas

«irice and Henry machine respec-
fvely, and try the air, R„nous, or edd e,

IT """"^i"'
"'""'^^ '° '"« training

the young idea, so there was nothing to bede but watch the flights of the' -oldb.rds. One could not but be struck bythe confident case with which the old birds
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take to flight. A comprehensive coup d'a'il

and they climb Into their seats and give

the word to start up. A mechanic depresses

the needle of th« carburettor, places the

two-bladed walnut wood propeller In a

horizontal position, gives it one swing down
and darts back and then out to the side

clear of the tail. Two other blue-clad

mechanics meanwhile hold the machine

while the pilot listens intently to the tell-

tale hum of the engine and tries the engine

control. The pilot raises his hand and the

mechanics stand clear. The machine moves
off, slowly at first, and then with rapidly

increasing speed, rolling easily on its pneu-
matlc-tyrea wheels over the smooth ground.

The tail rises clear of the ground with

the blast from the propeller, the machine
gradually, gets more and more on tip-toe,

and leaves the earth with a very gradual

rise. A few circuits are made, each buffet

of wind seems to be counteracted, and any
tendency to tip to one side nipped in the

bud. The landings are so beautifully made
that It Is hard to see when contact is really
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made. The pilots are indeed admirable, but
I returned with the reflection that in their
more humble way, the mechanics upon
whom the engines depend may be equally
worthy of admiration.

|i



CHAPTER III

A FIRST FLIGHT

2nd day.—This was a Sunday, on which day

the school was generally closed ; owing,

however, to the fact that Lieut. X wished

to fly off his trials, the school was opened

in the afternoon, and a " commissairey' an

official of the Areo Club de France, was in

attendance to witness the trials. . Maurice

and Henry Farman machines were taken out

for trial spins by the manager and the

pilot, who reported the presence of remous

in some numbers. The decision was against

Lieut. X flying for his certificate that day,

but otherwise the normal work of the school

was to proceed. The French officers and

non-commissioned officers in waiting for the

brevet militaire took out their Henry Far-

mans, and I was told to take my seat behind

the pilot in the Maurice. 1 turned my cap

II
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round so that the peak was over the nape ofmy neck, and climbed up into my place
The IMaurice is provided with a double

control which permits the pupil to grasp a
pa,r of handles on the control bar by puttL
h.s a„„s under those of the pilot from
behu,d. There is also a second pair of
footrests working the rudders. I am not
permitted on this occasion, however, to touch
tlie controls. I ,„ merely to watch the
pilot and see what it feels like. Well offwe go-straight into the wind. We 'run
more and more smoothly, and 1 am un-
certam as to when we leave the ground.We sk,m along near the ground, rising very
gently. Suddenly we shoot up a steep hill
'" the air. I wonder if it is all right-we
seem to be climbing so rapidly. Then we
fl«ten out and go horizontally for a hundred
y"d^ or so

; then another shoot up, and
another later on, which makes one's heart
jump „,to one's mouth at first. The rush
and press of air are terrific. My chest
seems to be getting stoved in and my ribs
feel mchned to give way. , have difficulty
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in exhaling. The smallest opening of the

nasal valve seems to give too much air.

My blood rapidly becomes super-oxygenated,

and I experience a feeling of exhilaration.

I should like to shout, or at least say, ha !

ha ! but the pressure of the wind is too

greit for me to say anything, and I feel

it best to keep my mouth shut. My left

pedal has sunk—the pilot must have pressed

down his. I look over his left shoulder

and see that it is so. We ought to be going

round to the left. I look over the edge of

the fuselage and see we are going round

rapidly. "What a distance we have come

in those few moments ! We seem to be

about a mile beyond the end of the wood

which we are encircling. But as I look we

are getling quite close to it. Coming along

with the wind we do not travel nearly so

steadily. The control is working most of

the time. We tip sometimes to one side

and sometimes to the other, with now and

then a sudden drop or rise, but none of them

alarming. The drops give one a particularly

pleasant sensation o"' the switch-back orde:-,

i!'i
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but more delightful because they are so
springy. The pilot motions me to look
over the edge and look about generally over
the ground. He evidently wishes to see if
1 can stand looking down at the ground
which IS rushing wildly past below us, and
whether I am at my ease. I nod and smile
to him and manage to convey the desired
impression, hiding my bursting chest in my
bosom. To the quondam balloonist the con-
ditions do not seem so strange. But now we
are going down. We take a dive which
felt steep at first, but then we flattened outNow we are diving again, and it seems as*
It nothing could prevent the machine bury,
ing her nose in the earth. An almost im-
perceptible mo/ement of the front stabilisator
causes us to run paralleJ with the surface
Are v/e on the ground or are we not ?

I
crane over the edge, but cannot quite see .he
wheels. Anyhow, we are slowing up rapidly,
and the engine has been cut off. We are
certainly on the ground and standing still-
all safe.

1 thank the pilot (in Dutch), and
scramble down, rather breathless but happy



CHAPTER IV

I AM ALLOWED TO TOUCH

yd day,—We started at 6.30 a.m. in the

school motor from the corner of the street,

the rendez-i'QUs for all who required to be

taken up to the school. The drive of seven

icilometres was desperately cold at that early

hour—just after dawn. The pilots tried the

air and decided that it was not for us. I felt

rather disappointed, but found consolation in

my goloshes, which afforded one some comfort

while standing about on the damp clayey

ground. The Britishers, i found, invariably

wore goloshes, while the Frenchmen 'teemed

content to paddle about in thin pointed boots

of the consistency of pape/. There was

nothin^^ to do but hang about and gaze at

the sky, and then turn round and glare at

the flag flying stiffly on the roof of one of the

«5
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I

hangars. The longer one looked at the
anemometer on the roof of the office, the
faster it seemed to buzz round and round.
Occasionally one went into a sort of waiting
room provided for the pupils, and warmed
oneself at the stove. The attendance this
morning was not in full force—a look out of
the bedroom window at 6 o'clock had evi-
dently been enough for some. Time went
on slowly till about ten or half-past, when
we motored back.

At the afternoon attendance things were
more hopeful, and flying started towards
evening. The pupils were taken out in
strict rotation, according to the order in
which they joined the school. 1 got up in
my turn and sat behind the pilot as before.
The pilot pointed to my cap, which I had
forgotten to turn round. The danger of
one's cap flying ofi^ is a very serious one. It
IS almost certain to be struck by a propeller
blade as it flies backward. A piece is broken
out of the propeller blade which then becomes
unbalanced. After that the propeller either
I'reaks up altogether—practically explodes—
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i or continues to whirl round, as long as the
engine is running, in a lop-sided manner,
'Tinging a frightful strain on the seating of
the engine in the fuselage, eventually tearing
the engine out of its place, and causing a
catastrophe. I shamefacedly put my cap to
rights and pulled it well down.

This time 1 was to hold the control bar by
the second pair of handles provided for the
pupil, and plant my feet on the secondary pair
ot pedals. We were off in a few moments.
1 tound that I did not feel the rush of air
Mi'arly so much, nor have I subsequently felt
any distress from it— at least, not in a
biplane.

As soon as we were fairly going, 1 ex-
perienced a pleasing sense of security as
though borne on a cushion of air, as if all the
iiir between me and the earth were in the
nature of a spring mattress.

We made a circuit, and landed without the
suspicion of a bump. Opening the throttle
while still running along the ground, we soon
left the earth again for a second round. W^e
had been flying low up to now, and desirous

c
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of not letting the pilot feel that I wished to

hug the earth, I pulled the control ever so

slightly back. I thought that the pilot would

scarcely notice it, but 1 was wrong. He

warned me afterwards that if I pulled the

control back we should go up, lose speed,

and drop sideways or on our tail. I certainly

had not meant to do all that at once, but

I said nothing, and decided to put no pres-

sure on the control in any way next time.

My turn soon came round again, and 1

went for another couple of circuits, keeping

a satisfactory contact on the controls.

Lieut. X tried a circuit and figure of eight

to see if he would take the opportunity of

going for his brevet. He flew successfully

and landed nicely, but considered that there

was a trifle more wind than he cared about

for examination purposes, and decided to

wait. He had been declared fit to take his

brevci a week before, but wished to profit by

a little more practice before leaving the

school. He now wished to finish with it,

but was not taking any unnecessary chances

—wise man.
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We were finished for the day. The

normal dose, I gathered, was a couple of

lessons morning and evening of two or three

circuits each.

fi

m



CHAPTER V

BLANK D.W^

4///, 5/// iOui bih ihiys.—For the next three

days there was absolutely nothing to be done

—literally nothing. This is excessively try-

ing at first, especially when one is particularly

anxious to get on with the job ; but in learn-

ing to fly one at the same time learns patience.

If 1 ever asked a perfect loafer, engaged in

the pursuit of his trade, what he was doing,

and he answered " learning to fly," 1 should

consider there was a good deal of truth in it.

The trouble commenced with a south wind,

bringing the rain. In the intervals when the

rain ceased the wind usually blew harder.

Most of us went religiously up to the School

twice a day, and passed the painful hours

kicking our heels in the waiting-room. My
efforts to make up a four at bridge met with

20
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a lamentable want of success. It was con-

sidered quite an English game which they

could not be expected to know. I thanked

my stars I could speak French, which was
the common medium of the polyglot group

assembled round the stove. This was the

first time in my life I nad really found it

useful. Even here it was not really neces-

sary in order to learn to drive an aeroplane

under the instruction of a French pilot.

This may sound strange at first, but the

movements of control are learnt by holding

the secondary handles of the control bar,

while during flight the greatest linguist in

the world would be inaudible in the roar of

the engine. It was, of course, of assistance

to clearly understand any instructions given

by the pilot before the commencemoit of

a flight, and his criticisms or explanations

afterwards.

The military element in the party con-

sisted of two French officers, two non-com-

missioned officers, two ex-non-commissioned

officers (who wished to re-enter the army
as officer-aviators), and two British officers.

i^
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The civilian el'

'/I

man, a Dutcl

-nt consisted of a French-

ii, a Swiss, and a German.

The Swiss was afflicted with a stiff leg which

necessitated his sitting up on a sack of

shavings to enable him to get his right foot

on the controlling pedal. Later on when

this unfortunate individual tried to settle

himself in the front seat of the aeroplane, he

found he could not manage it at all. Nothing

daunted he went successively to the Bleriot

and the Deperdussin schools and tried to

wedge himself into their respective machines,

but had finally to give it up as a bad job.

It was astonishing at first to note the intimate

terms on which French officers and N.C.O.s

are with each other—the same handshakings

and salutations, an equal place in the social

circle and in the general conversation. The

possibility for this must be looked for in a high

general level of education and good breeding

throughout the country. In the afternoon

the officers sometimes brought their ladies to

join the party. The fund of small talk

on these occasions seemed absolutely inex-

haustible, though occasionally one nearly had
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a back somersault at the turn taken by the

conversation, a turn which an Englishman

would studiously avoid in the society of

ladies. The only people flying the Henry

Farmans were those in training for the brevet

militaire^ while all the new pupils during the

whole time. I was at the School came to learn

on the Maurice Farman. The school was

originally a Henry Farman school, and had

only recently become a combined one. By

the time I left popular favour seemed to

have swung round to the Maurice machine.

Several of the older fliers in the party con-

sidered that the Henry was perhaps the most

difiicult machine of all to learn. It certainly

was a matter of several months' training be-

tween the time that the Henry pilots took

their brevet civi/y and the time of their carry-

ing out the tests for their brevet militiiire.

There is, of course, a very considerable

difl^erence in the value of the two brevets.

Until one has obtained one's own brevet, it

is difficult to realize how little the ordinary

one means, and how much remains to

be done before one is even a reasonably
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safe pilot for an ordinary cross-country

journey.

It may be interesting to compare the tests

for the two brevets as at present laid down,
for they have been changed in the past, and

probably will be changed from time to time

in the future, always in the direction of

making them more exacting.

The ordinary certificate is that laid down
by the Federation Aeronautique Interna-

tionale, and the Aero Clubs of different

countries belonging to this association appoint

officials to see that the tests are strictly carried

out. The tests consist of two flights of at

least 5 kilometres each, and an altitude flight

of at least 50 metres. The course to be

taken for each of the distance flights consists

of a series of *' figures of eight " round two
posts not more than 500 metres apart.

The exact shape of the figures of eight is

a matter of taste or luck. Some of the

figures of eight I have seen taken round

these posts partook more of the nature of

cross-country flights over the surrounding

country, especially in a strong wind. The

i-t'
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altitude flight can be combined with one of

the distance flights, and this is usually done

to save time. Landings must be " normal
"

—not of the "pancake" order—and after each

distance flight the machine must be brought

to rest within 50 metres of a previously

indicated point, the engine being cut off not

later than the moment of first touching the

ground. The above tests have been carried

out by a few brilliant individuals after some

three days' instruction, but the average time

may be put down as six weeks for those

who wish to get a reasonable amount of

practice in addition to passing the bare

tests. It will be seen, therefore, that the

ordinary brevet amounts to little more than a

certificate to the eff*ect that the holder is

in a position to commence his more serious

training as a pilot.

The brevet militaire is that of a fully

qualified pilot, and the following are the

tests which usually require four or five

months' training in the French army. A
cross-country flight of about 150 kilo-

meters without landing, and a return in like

i
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manner either on the same or a subsequent

day. Secondly, a triangular cross-country

flight of at least 200 kilometres, with landings

under supervision at ci :h corner of the

triangle. Thirdly, an altitude test of not

less than 800 metres for at least three-

quarters of an hour. Fourthly, an oral

examination on aero-motors and internal

combustion engines generally ; construction

of air-craft ; theory of flight ; map-reading

and meteorology.

The special certificate of the Royal Aero

Club of the United Kingdom is of a similar

order but less searching.

All the French military pilots have obtained

their brevet militaire. Only two English

ofl^cers at present hold a special certificate.

It is devoutly to be hoped that English

oflicers will be given the opportunity of

attaining the high standard possessed by

their French confreres.



CHAPTER VI

i

I TAKE CHARGE ><* I

if

ji/i day.—There was a touch of north in

the westerly wind, and flying conditions

were favourable. I took my turn behind

the pilot, and as we followed our usual

circuit it seemed to me that I had personally

more effect on the control than before. In

fact I seemed to have gradually and uncon-

sciously taken charge. I looked over the

pilot's shoulder and saw that as a matter

of fact he had taken his hands off the control,

and was holding them out in front of him.

This was extremely gratifying, and I braced

myself to do my best. I moved the control

in accordance with the movements indicated

by the pilot's hands, which he continued

to hold out in front of him. After rounding

the wood he took my left hand off the

27
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control and put it on the throttle lever. We
depressed the elevator and commenced to

descend, and then partly throttled down.
When at a few metres from the ground we
closed the throttle hy pushing the lever

forward to its full extent, and the noise
of the engine instantly ceased. By drawing
the control slightly back the elevator was
brought to a horizontal position, and we
glided along about a couple of feet from the

ground, as near as I could judge. We lost

weigh, and sank gradually, taking the earth

without shock, and came to a stop about
20 yards further on, thus effecting a successful

atterrissage. The business was over for the

morning. In the afternoon I was given i\\e

front seat in which one has more control,

especially over the steering pedals. I felt

somewhat elated and nearly forgot to turn

my cap round.

This point about the cap is certainly a

great danger, and in order to obviate it I

decided I had better get a helmet such
as is de riguenr with French military men
when flying. This would in any case he
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a rc.isr»'\able measure o\ precaution, as safety

helmets have already saved several lives.

On the word " contnct " given by the pilot

the mechanic launched the Chauviere " In-

li^viile " propeller, and the trusty Renault

engine started at the first swing. I pushed

the throttle lever down so as to retard the

engine ; the propeller speed under these cir-

cumstances is insufficient to move the aero-

plane and the mechanic can get out of the

way of the tail by passing under the tail

booms. 1 put up my hand as a sign to all

and sundry to stand clear, and opened uji

full. We left the earth after a run of about

60 yards and moved along a few feet above

the earth. I drew the control slightly

towards me, and we rose rapidly. I then

moved horizontally again to ensure not

losing speed. One more step up like this

and we were at a height of about 80 feet,

which was sufficient for the time being.

We swung round left-handed and the machine

" banked " up to the right. This was cor-

rected l>y depressing the control to the

right, which sends the right-hand ailerons

I.
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jfj*--

Up and the left ones down, and brings the

machine to an even keel. It was better, I

understood, to let the machine bank to some

extent on the turns, as it thus turns more

rapidly. Sometimes the machine fails to

bank itself naturally when turning ; one can

then help it by giving it an artificial bank

by depressing the control to whichever side

one is turning. The working of the control

for lateral stability is a perfectly " natural
"

one, i.e. one cannot help doing the right

thing instinctively. It is just as if one had

the two wings of the machine under one's

two hands ; if the right wing comes up too

much, one just pushes it firmly down again

with one's right hand, and similarly for the

left wing.

The flight was uneventful, as the pilot

*ook charge to effect the landing on the con-

clusion at the first circuit, and again when

finally landing after the second circuit. I

judged therefore that the landing was a more

delicate aflfair than the other matters, and this

indeed I found to be the case later on, in fact

more so than all the rest put together.
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Lieut. X then took the machine, and

after a trial circuit went out for his brevet.

He circled around the two posts alter-

nately, making up the necessary number

of figures of eight {i.e. five in this case,

the posts being 500 metres apart), and

then had to make his descent. Two men

with flags stood about 100 yards from the

point near which he had to stop, and about

1 00 yards apart. If the aeroplane was steered

midway between the two men, and the engine

cut ofF at the same time, the landing would

probably be successful. Lieut. X. seemed

to me to hold on rather long both as regards

coming down and cutting ofi^ his engine.

At last he was coming down, but did not

seem to be following a line at right angles

to the one given by the guides. He pulled

up safely, but alas I outside the circle

described with a length of 50 metres as

radius and the given point as centre. His

machine had cut the circle ; its direction,

however, was not that of a diameter of the

circle, but a chord to it. A puflF of wind

catching the tail, when the machine was

:i
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slowing up on the ground, had made matters

worse than they would otherwise have been,

by slewijig the tail in an unfortunate direction.

The attempt was therefore held to have

lailed by the commissaire, the official of the

Aero Club de France, who had come to

witness the tests. This result was naturally

disappointing to Lieut. X, but instructive

to inexperienced onlookers.

« '
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CHAPTER VII

A VISIT TO THE SALON

%th day.—Every one at all interested in

aviation, and who could possibly manage

to do so, naturally went to the Salon to

see the " Fourth Annual Exhibition of Aerial

Locomotion." It was marvellous value for

a franc. There one could see examples of

all the more or less famous types of aero-

planes, aeromotors, and accessories. One

was struck by the comparative absence of

everything appertaining to balloons and

dirigibles. The machines holding the

various records could all be examined,

and those with any successes to boast of

presented a conspicuous list of them. The

army and navy had both entered with a

will into this exhibition, and among other

exhibits the army showed the complete

33 D
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transport and accessories of a military

escadrille. The escadrille is the French

aviation unit, and its personnel and material

are designed with the object of keeping

six aeroplanes permanently in the field.

The transport besides carrying the personnel

is designed to carry a generous proportion

of spare parts, the field hangars, complete

aeroplanes dismounted, and workshops. All

vehicles are motor driven except the two

wheeled prolonges for carrying aeroplanes,

which are attached as trailers by a limber

attachment to motor vehicles. The complete

transport, set forth in military array as for

an inspection, consisted of three motor cars

and two motor bicycles (for intercommuni-

cation purposes), six heavy cars each drawing

a two-wheeled prolonge^ and two travelling

workshops. One of the latter was shown

at work with drills, lathe, etc., worked by

motors obtaining their power from a dynamo

worked by the engine driving the vehicle.

An enormous amount of money and labour

must have been expended in the production

of this excellent organisation, which stood
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the test of the last manoeuvres so well.

Four escadrilles were employed on each side

in the manoeuvres with some spare aero-

planes in reserve ; in all about sixty

machines were in the field. Reconnaissances

were carried out daily at the hours scheduled

on a programme, regardless of weather,

and both generals were kept accurately

informed of the movements of the enemy's

troops. No serious accident was sustained by

any of the pilots, although several machines

were damaged more or less seriously. The
active aeroplanes all assembled at the places

of concentration, prior to the commencement
of the manoeuvres, coming from their various

centres by way of the air, and afterwards

returned home in a similar manner. Th^s

is indeed a wonderful record, and one might

imagine that the French would be satisfied

for the time being with their present

organisation and rate of progress. This

is by no means the case. Throughout the

country a great campaign is being carried

on by individuals and societies for increasing

the rate of progress in aviation, improving

pi
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the material and organisation, increasing the

trained personnel by passing young men

through the aviation schools prior to their

doing their military service, and providing

landing-places with hangars all over the

country, particularly in the neighbourhood

of Paris and of the eastern frontier.

The balconies of the Grand Palais pre-

sented the wonderful spectacle of a number

of aeroplanes bought by various provinces,

societies, commercial houses, theatres, etc.,

and by private individuals, and presented

by them to the Government as a voluntary

contribution in token of their sense of the

importance of French aerial supremacy.

This grand national effort could only be

made by a nation, the whole manhood of

which had passed through the ranks, and

which had the enlightenment to understand

the importance of this new development in

warfare, to take a personal interest in it, and

tax itself not only publicly but privately

to attain its ends. It makes one's heart

sink to think what a comparatively feeble

interest is taken in aviation in England,
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and how much the public has to learn as to

the necessity for the development of military

and naval aviation.

The only British exhibits 1 found were

the Bristol aeroplanes and a British Br^guet.

The former were specially well commented

on in the French papers. The French

technical journals gave one very little idea,

however, as to the comparative merits of

various aeroplanes and engines ; as each

machine was described, a note was added to

the effect that it was in the first rank of

such machines, if not actually superior to

all others.

The Maison Roold gave a useful exhibi-

tion of the clothing and equipment designed

for the comfort and safety of aviators. The

Roold helmet is worn a great deal in France,

being compulsory for military aviators. I

invested in one, which I found quite com-

fortable, but I have not otherwise tested its

merits. Monsieur Roold showed me a letter

from a French officer whose life had been

saved by his helmet ; he had been hit on

the head by a cylinder, which had flown off

'•.1
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a rotary engine. A length of silk woven

material, known as a passemontagne^ and

looking suspiciously like the top of a lady's

stocking, is recommended for wear under

the helmet. It is pulled over the head

balaklava-capwise, and is certainly very warm
for its small size and weight. Among the

exhibits were a variety of vestments made of

a kind of Japanese paper, or papier Kamiy

which is waterproof, warm, untearable, and

very light. I have tried a coat and found

it very good, also a pair of gloves which

are worn inside the usual fur-lined ones.

Paper socks to put over one's ordinary socks

are also sold, but any piece of paper—tissue

paper is the best—does for this. The ques-

tion of keeping warm in the air is a very

important and rather difficult one, especially

as regards one's hands. It is very dangerous

if one's hands become so cold that they have

not a proper feel on the control, and accidents

have occurred from this. Most French

pilots wear a neat black-leather suit, lined

with camel's hair fleece, consisting of coat

and trousers, worn over their ordinary kit.
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This is a very practical kit, and does not

show the dirt. It can be got for eighty francs

in France, but is much more expensive in

England. It is a very good tip, if one thinks

one will be cold, to put a newspaper under

one's waistcoat. One of the models dressed

up on the stand looked like a travesty of a

man in armour, with his helmet, breast plate,

thigh guards, and shin guards. The man-

nequin was sitting on an aeroplane seat,

which also defended him from shocks from

that quarter, being constructed on the same

principles as the helmet, etc.

The machine with the most fighting aspect

was a Henry Farman hydroplane, with a

Hotchkiss mounted in the bow of the

fuselage. The machine was floating in a

miniature pond in which some innocent gold-

fish were swimming.

All aeroplane constructors are aiming at

building machines to meet the wants of the

armies and navies of the world, as these at

present are the only important customers.

A time will come when aeroplanes will be

constructed for a variety of civilian uses,
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but at present ninety- nine per cent, of the

output is destined directly or indirectly for

military uses. It is the absolute necessity

for the aeroplane in war, which is tiding

the industry over this present semi-experi-

mental stage which must precede the full

development. The way in which Govern-

ment orders are placed may make or mar

the industry. In France the difficulty has

for the time being been solved by forming

homogeneous escadrilles of the various types

of proved merit.



CHAPTER VIII

HOW NOT TO DO IT

9/// c/iiy.—On the Monday morning following

my week-end visit to the Salon I paid a

visit to Buc to view the flying- ground there,

which seemed to me to be inferior to that

at 6tampes. The Bleriot School has,

however, just removed from Etampes to

Buc, presumably in order to be nearer

Paris. Approaching the Buc ground the

R.E.P. machines and hangars were in evi-

dence. M. Robert Esnault Pelterie has

recently retired from aviation. This step

was forced on him by lack of Government

support, in spite of a record showing many

brilliant achievements in practical flights,

which in his case perhaps more than in any

other were the outcome of close scientific

applicatioiu

Then catre u long line of Farman hangars

41
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which 1 visited. As 1 had to get back to

Etampes I did not stay long. Only chance

taxis are to be picked up at Versailles, and

1 had had to 'ake a "growler" at lo francs

to go to Buc and back. Travelling back in

the train to Etampes from the Gare Quai

d'Orsay, one passes the Juvisy flying-ground

on the left, which looks very restricted.

Arriving again at the Etampes ground it

seemed to be an ideal place. The journey

from Etampes lo Orleans is a very favourite

cross-country flight, as one can come down

almost anywhere if the engine fails.

Proceeding to take my lesson, I tried the

system of rising very gently for a consider-

able way, including a turn. This was ex-

tremely inadvisable, so the pilot impressed

on me afterwards, as a turn takes oflr" so

much weigh that it is asking too much of

the engine to rise at the same time.

Between my turns I saw the first effort

of one of the fledglings at managing the

machine alone. After making an uneventful

circuit he evidently proposed to descend,

and began to come down all right. He then
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cut off his engine, and at the same time the

machine took a heavy list to starboard.

This was corrected in time, before the wing

touched the ground. The aeroplane then

continued to sail along with what weigh it

had left at about 20 feet above the ground,

when to our horror we saw that the machine

was slowly rising instead of descending,

besides wobbling from side to side. When
the machine had almost cotr* to a standstill

prior to a rapid descent on to its tail, the

pilot mercifully opened up the throttle, and

the trusty engine, picking up immediately,

saved the situation by getting flying weigh

on, thus automatically raising the tail and

enabling the control to act. After going

round once more a safe descent was made,

but instead of running straight, the machine

ran round in a small circle, which looked

rather dangerous and must have brought

a considerable strain on the chassis. No
damage was done, however. The explana-

tion of the first attempt to laud was that,

having taken his left hand off the control

to cut off the engine, the pilot unconsciously
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bore down with his right hand, thus working

the ailerons, and causing the machine to drop

down on the right. While correcting this

mistake, the pilot pulled the control slightly

towards him, instead of pushing it forward

as he should have done, on throttling

down ; for even when the elevator is held

perfectly horizontal, the tail will drop if

speed be lost. The engine would have

started sooner, but that the pilot pushed

the throttle lever further forward instead of

drawing it back when he first realized that

he must regain his flying speed. When he

finally landed an unconscious pressure of the

left foot on the pedal must have caused the

machine to " circle left."

Thus were a whole series of errors

clearly demonstrated ; in fact, a very useful

exposition of " how not to do it."

Lieut. X brought off his tests with flying

colours, and departed for England the same

day.

Just at dusk a monoplane circled down

from above, and landed near the hangars. It

was Gilbert in a Sommer machine. (M. Roger

<-f:Wi. l^^V7%^iiW?^^J^^iiy>' M>^:^iiir9tidi'^!^i;9^im^.fKr^^''%'
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Sommer is another who has lately had to

retire from the field of aviation through lack

of support, in spite of obtaining a consider-

able measure of success with his machines;

he has returned to his former pursuit of felt-

making.) Gilbert got out, a somewhat un-

couth figure, looking rather like a Michelin

man in his padded overalls, and looked at

his engine. The engine was quite cool and

in good order. " Look at that engine," he

said, " forty-one hours it has gone without

having to have the slightest thing done to

it—not even a sparking plug !
" The

engine was a " Rh6ne," a rotary one,

similar to the " Gn6me " in general appear-

ance. It has given remarkable results with

Gilbert in his almost daily flights about the

country. On this occasion he had come

from Tours in an hour and 40 minutes.

" Pretty cold up there," he said, pointing to

the sky. We pushed his machine into one

of the hangars and brought him back to the

town with us in the school-car.

I read in the evening paper that Lieut.

Sylvestre, whom I had seen starting out on

"1
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46 THE AIR PILOT

a Bl^riot monoplane for his station at

Belfort, near the Eastern frontier, had arrived

safely the same day. The journey had

taken him from 7.30 a.m. to 4.30 p.m. He
had had to make two descents on the way,

owing to violent storms of rain and hail.

This journey was carried out in the ordinary

course of duty, and cuch fine feats are so

frequent in France that they seldom call for

remark.
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CHAPTER IX

FIRST FLIGHT IN A MONOPLANE

loi/i day.—It seemed particularly cold at

the school that morning. It was, in fact

freezing. ! repented after my first round
of having only a thin pair of gloves on, and
hurried off to the vicinity of the stove. My
eyes also felt the cold, so on my next round
I borrowed a pair of fur gloves and tried a

pair of celluloid goggles which I had bought
at the low price of eighty centimes. I eventu-

ally found that, although good enough for

passenger work, the curved portions of the

goggles slightly distort one's vision, and
this may constitute a real danger when one
has to bring the machine to land oneself.

Several good pilots have told me <-hat, after

trying everything, they have eventually re-

turned to plain glass as the best and safest,

47
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48 THE AIR PILOT

although the use of glass has, of course, one

obvious drawback. M. Pierre Verrier, an

artist on the M. F. biplan'^ always puts even

his glass goggles up on ..is forehead before

making one of his impeccable landings.

Proceedings were varied by the arrival of

M. Perreyon, a noted pilot, in a Bleriot,

from the school over the way. He and our

instructor gave each other turns in their

respective machines, which was a first experi-

ence for each of them on the machine of

the other. We saw that Perreyon in the

passenger's seat had taken control by the

end of the first circuit, for the pilot proper

was holding his arms out in front of him.

M. Perreyon then kindly gave each of

us a turn in his speedy monoplane. The

Gn6me engine was very troublesome about

starting. The propeller had to be swung

in one case about thirty times before the

engine consented to fire. Meanwhile the

pistons were from time to time liberally

donchcd with petrol, a steady flow of which

also ran from the carburettor, causing a

circular patch of frost where it evaporated
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on the ground. The Gn6me is all right

once it gets going, but requires taking

down after every fifteen hours or so of

running to keep it in perfect order. It can

he taken down, cleaned, and mounted again

very quickly, and those who use Gnome

engines which are well cared for, swear by

them.

A party of three or four of us hung on

to the tail each time the monoplane was

ready to start. This ensured the engine

getting up to full speed before a start was

made, so that the tail when released lifted

at once, thus saving the tail skid from

unnecessary rolling work, and enabling the

machine to leave the ground more quickly.

The job of holding the tail is rather un-

pleasant, owing to the blast, which has a

very strong smell of burnt and unburnt

castor oil.

It came to my turn, and I struggled up

into my seat alongside the pilot through a

hole in the bottom of the fuselage, which

is closed by a trap-door. The draught

from the tractor screw was terrible, and I

E
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50 THE AIR PILOT

hastened to adjust my goggles and get my

gloves on. We left the ground in about

20 yards. The machine seemed very small

and bird-like compared to the biplane. It

flew wonderfully steadily. There was no

machine like it, Perreyon told me after, for

"holding the wind," and he said it could

go out in a wind which forbade the use of

other monoplanes. This may be true, but

most pilots can prove to you that their

machines are superior to any other. The

propeller draught was very trying at first.

In fact, I could hardly breathe. I tried to

breathe out, but only felt like "expiring."

The experience was similar to my first ride

in the biplane. Raising my hand on the

way round, it was suddenly blown back

on to the helmet like a piece of string,

through getting into the full blast of the

propeller. The fine spray of vapourised

castor oil was not particularly nice. I was

distinctly relieved at the end of the circuit,

as I had begun to feel like blowing up,

through distress in not being able to breathe.

I do not suppose I should have experienced

''^i^-f--.: :ii;'-rfe;i*'i'f^S^ril7iSI&^^^ -ff''.; ^:ku^'.*i
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this distress on my next journey, or at any

rate nearly so much, judging by what 1 had

felt on the biplane. Well—a very jolly

experience when it was all over. I cannot

imagine that a machine that goes at the

pace this one did can be as safe as a slower

one with more wing surface ; take, for

instance, the question of having to land in

our restricted English fields at the greater

pace. At the same time the fastest machines

possible are required for strategic recon-

naissance, and the present ban of the War

Office on monoplanes will require recon-

sideration. The number of monoplanes

built to-day is greatly in excess of the bi-

planes ; both are developing equally strongly,

and both will probably be required for

military aviation.

It rained all the afternoon, so I stayed

comfortably in my room at the hotel, and

brought my diary up to date, instead of

spending a gloomy afternoon in the waiting-

room of the school.

a
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CHAPTER X

I ILY BY MVStLF

lU/i (/ay.—A thick mist, which the Novem-

ber sun took a couple of hours to lighten,

covered the ground. After the fog had

lifted 1 went for two very wide circuits with

the pilot behind me, and I was then told I

could try a small circuit or two by myself if

1 liked. Feeling sufficiently confident I re-

plied that 1 would. With the eiigine throttled

down, 1 tried the controls once more before

starting : forward and backward to depress

or raise the elevator ; right and left for

the gauchissement of the ailerons ; right and

left pedals for working rudder to right or

left ; backward and forward the small lever

(lying close to my left hand) for opening or

closing the throttle. A wire controlling the

petrol supply had been duly unhooked, and

was all right, and another wire controlling

52
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I FLY BY MYSELF 53

the supply of air to the mixture could be

left as it was. There was nothing more to

do, then, before starting. The pilot told

me to be careful not to go too high, and

not to mount while turning.

I opened up the throttle to fairly full, and

soon started moving off. I turned the

machine gradually while starting, so as to

head it for a straight run on the circuit (1

had been warned before not to turn the

machine too quickly on the ground, for

fear of straining the chassis). I kept the

elevator horizontal until I saw that the

machine hnd left the grounti of its own

accord, and then, with a thrill of exultation,

headed her for the blue ! After a decent rise,

I went horizc itally again, and then took

another rise, after which I began turning to

the left. I kept the elevator as horizontal as

1 could, but I jemed to be getting up to u

good height all the same. I shot a glance to

the left, and saw that the wood which I was

supposed to be going round was still there.

I was still at th- stage when I felt as if my

eyes were glued to the elevator, and that 1

1
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could not afford to take them off for looking

round, There was a certain amount of wind,

and 1 had to work the control backward and

forward, right and left, a good deal. The

working of the pedals had not yet become

automatic with me, as 1 often found myself

trying to work the handles round as one

would the handles of a bicycle instead of

working the pedals. Anyhow, I got round

all right in time, as there was all space to

turn in. I saw the starting-point, and the

group assembled there looked small, and far

below me. One turn was completed, and on

I went with my second. The air below me

seemed thick and friendly ; it gave me the

impression it would not willingly let me

down. I passed through an eddy from

time to time, and the incipient dive or

rear up of the machine answered readily to

the control, which I worked with a firm,

decided movement, without jerks. The air

seemed to say, " You have only to hold the

handles in a reasonable way and I won't hurt

you. These little movements of mine are

only to add interest to the proceedings,"

i
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The side slaps of the wind were less sudden.

I felt rocked in the cradle of the air. The

lateral controls rapidly damped out these

rockings, in which the air seemed to say,

" You see, 1 can blow from all directions, but

if you only keep calm and do the right thing,

I'll stand by you." It was now time to think

of coming down. I depressed and put my

left hand on the throttle, and as I descended,

gradually throttled down. When a few

yards from the ground, I cut off and flattened

out. At least, I imagined I was going to fly

horizontally for a short distance before

actually alighting. Much to my horror, I

perceived I was rising instead of moving

horizontally. This would not do. I opened

up full at once and got good weigh on again

and depressed once more. When within a

few feet of the ground I cut oflF again and

flattened out just as I was touching. I made

a very fast landing, but without shock I

was glad to note, and then let the machine

run on to a standstill.

Well, that was a good thing over. I had

run a long way from the starting-point, and

ii
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56 THE AIR PILOT

it took a long time for the others to walk up.

I was anxious 10 hear what there was to be

said ahout my flight. The pilot congratulated

me, but with several restrictions. I had gone

up too high in the first place. This was

accounted for to a great extent by my having

mounted on the turns after all. This type

of machine tends to ^mount when turning

to the left, and requires to be repressed to

keep it horizontal. This I had not grasped

before. Then the switch-back landing was

not all it might have been. I cut off while

still too high the first time, the almost in-

variable mistake of beginners, who see the

ground coming at them at a fearsome pace,

and consider—prematurely—that something

must be done. The second time I cut off

too low. However— well out.

The feeling of responsibility on this first

flight alone was the greatest tax on the nerves

1 have yet felt in flying, and I felt greatly

relieved when it was over. 1 felt the absence

of the pilot behind me much more than 1

should have expected, although latterly he

had been doing little or nothing.

!,
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In the evening I had a couple of flights

with the pilot behind me, and the feeling

of confidence which this imparted seemed

to make me do the right thing automatically.

Note.— I have talked about "cutting ofi^"

the engine by pushing the lever of the

throttle valve right down ; with a Renault

properly adjusted, however, this does not

cut the engine right off, but leaves it running

just sufliciently to keep the propeller turning

slowly. This is a point of the greatest

value, as by throttling right down one cuts

off the propeller blast, which is always ob-

tainable, however, in a couple of seconds

by opening up.

With a Gn6me engine—the most widely

used aero-motor of the present day—which

will only run at practically full speed, one

has to switch the engine right off, and if

one wants to keep the engine running

(as, for instance, during a long vol plani)

one has to switch on at intervals to

keep the propeller turning. If one leaves

it too long and the propeller stops, or

is turning too slowly, the engine will not

4.: l^*
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H .

Start or pick up on switching on again—

Danger 1

A new carburettor has been brought out

by the Gnome Company, which will permit

of the engine running at a low number of

revolutions, but 1 have not yet seen this

in use. The usual form of carburettor on

Gn6me engines, such as are used on the

Henry Farman machines at the Etampes

School, consists of a simple pipe and jet ;

during its passage through the pipe the

stream of petrol sucked in is vapourised

and mixed with air. The amount of suction

required to work this simple arrangement is

only obtained when the engine is running

practically at full speed.

IM
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CHAPTER XI

#1
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I AM PUT BACK

I2ih day.—This was a particularly fine

morning for the sport, in spite of the

prognostications of all the old birds the

evening before, when the sun had gone down

in a red setting, and even on the ground one

could feel the wind getting up, while higher

up the little clouds had arranged a handicap

according to altitude.

I took a turn with the pilot behind me,

and we finished with a figure of eight in

order to land against the wind. One should

always land against the wind, when there is

any to speak of, both because one is steadier

and because one brings up in a shorter dis-

tance owing to more rapid loss of weigh.

A side wind is particularly dangerous to land

in, as with diminished weigh the machine is

59
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t|: very easily tilted on to one wing by a puff,

and the effect of working the ailerons is

greatly reduced—in any case, they have

practically no time or space in which to act

before a wing is smashed ; a more or less

dangerous side-strain on the chassis is also

in/olved. I was told I could take a turn

if I liked by myself, and follow the same

course, which I proceeded to do. The circuit

went fairly well, and I then had to make

my figure of eight. The latter was an enor-

mous sprawling afiair, covering kilometres

of air-land, and not always at the same alti-

tude, which is one of the many desiderata

to be aimed at. 1 made a nice straight

flight home for the hangars at a height of

about 20 metres. The critical business of

descent had now to be undertaken, with left

hand on throttle valve and right hand on

the control. I tried to descend gently while

gradually cutting off at the same time. I

came to the end of my tether in both senses

more quickly than I reckoned on. I didn't

like the look of it. I did not want to land

ut that speed, and I instinctively did not
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want to rise again without the engine on ;

so 1 opened up again for a slight rise, and

descended again, cutting off the engine. 1

landed safely enough, but fast and beyond

where I wanted to stop, and ran some way

beyond that again—another unsatisfactory

descent of the switchback order.

The pilot said this would not do— I must

descend more gradually and cut off more

slowly. I felt rather sick about it, but tried

to comfort myself with the thought that it

might have been worse. One of the four

thick rubber rings, by which each axle with

its pair of wheels is slung to the chassis,

had gone, and I mournfully watclied the

interesting operation of inserting a new one.

1 again tried to comfort myself with the

reflection that repairs were included in the

sum I had paid down.

I was fairly restored to equanimity by the

time I went for another tour, this time behind

my pilot, in which position one has a very

modified command over the controls. We
followed the Orleans road, travelling about

I GO metres high. The usual delightful

ill
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avenue of trees bordered the road. I liked

the look of them less in plan than from

any other point of view. We circled several

times above some farm buildings where the

pilot had some friends, who kept his dog for

him. They all came out and waved, attracted

by the insistent call of the engine. We
waved back to them. The farm buildings

were picturesque enough, but lost most of

their picturesqueness in plan, like the trees.

Give me the soft plough beneath or the

green fields, and I am with you in your

appreciation of the beauties of the landscape.

We moved off at length from the vicinity

of bricks and mortar, and flew across some

small woods. These might have been pretty

too, but their deep shadows seemed to glower

at one. We were soon over these, though,

and headed for home. Very slowly we

descended and gently throttled down,

skimmed along the surface and imper-

ceptibly took the ground.

The afternoon was still good for flying,

and the pupils had three lessons apiece.

There were several moments of interest
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during the afternoon. At one time half a

dozen machines were in the air at different

heights—three BUriots from the establish-

ment over the way, and three of our Farmans.

Gilbert turned up, and took out the Som-

mer monoplane which he had left in our

hangars. Rapidly mounting to about 500

metres, he made for Paris—for the Issy-les-

Moulineaux ground. A new Henry Farman

was brought out of its "shed, and tried by

Fischer. This was of the latest type, with-

out front elevating plane. It had a specially

large tank, to hold 390 litres of petrol. At

a rate of consumption of 27 litres an hour,

this would be sufficient for 14?, hours. The

duration secord at time of writing is held

by Fourny on a Maurice Farman— 13 hours

and some minutes. It was hoped that this

Henry Farman with Fischer up, would beat

the above record. Being a faster machine

(85 kilometres to the hour, fully loaded), it

was also to be expected that it would beat

existing records for distance in a given time

for the longer periods. Thus is the house

of Farman divided against itself. The new

m
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64 THE AIR PILOT

Farman was provided with a "Rh6ne"

motor, now on its trial in the aeronau-

tical world, from which great things were

hoped. The long supremacy of the Gnome

as the aeroplane motor par excellence was

challenged. This new rotary engine would

be mistaken by the uninitiated for a Gnome.

Its chief difference consists in having the

inlet valves controlled mechanically instead

of automatically. A possible drawback lies

in its having exterior induction pipes for the

supply of the mixture to the cylinders, and

this arrangement might cause trouble in very

cold weather.

\



CHAPTER XII

I AM PROMOTED AGAIN

lyh day.—This was another absolutely

perfect morning for aviation. The worst

one could say of it was that it was rather

cold. As there seemed no sign of the wind

getting up, we all tacitly held on for a time,

just to let things warm up generally. One

of the French officers started off on a trial

for his military brevet^ on a cross-country

journey to Tours. He was disqualified on

his last attempt for exceeding the time-limit

allowed to cover the given distance. This

was due to villainous weather and engine

troubles, the latter including a broken cylinder,

which resulted in a damaged propeller.

We started going out in turn about 9 a.m.

After a turn behind the pilot I was told to

take the front seat again, and all went well.

65 F
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As regards control I was told that although

my movements were correct, they should

be carried out sooner.

I have often noticed, when sitting be-

hind a good pilot, that he seemed to have

an uncanny knowledge of what the wind

was going to do, and started making the

necessary correction almost before the actual

arrival of the wind buffet. In explanation

of this I have frequently experienced that a

strong puff of wind is heralded by a much

slighter one, a sort of advanced guard, and

that if one exercises a good touch on the

controls checking these light winds, one is

doing the right thing when the real puff

comes, and that one has simply to accentuate

the movement one has already commenced.

To obtain the best "feel," one's touch on

the control should be neither too light nor

too hard, much the same as in driving a

car.

I was also told again that my landings

were not gradual enough. 1 knew I should

descend gently, with engine on, to about

two metres above the ground, and then cut
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off and flatten out, and gradually take the

earth, but I had not yet got the knick.

In the afternoon I had another couple of

circuits and landings with the pilot, and

was then told to carry on solo. I started

oflF, and overtook a covey of partridges,

which I chased and passed over ;
got round

the wood in no time, and pulled myself

together for the landing. I descended

gradually on my last turn, saw that I was

truly horizontal and in the straight for the

starting-point, continued descending, and cut

off the engine at two metres. My idea was

now to bring off this much-desired gradual

contact, but—wump !—that was a nasty

bump ! I bounded up a couple of yards, but

tickled her down by a series of quick depres-

sions of the elevator, and ran out quietly. I

then waited to be told off, and prepared to

" take it in the neck." It was not as bad

as I expected, however : rather too high a

flleht ; still an inclination to mount in turn-

ing ; and as regards landing I must keep the

machine going much longer, after I cut off,

before touching ground. Noted for next

m
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68 THE AIR PILOT

time, but that was what 1 was trying tc io

before. I was not likely to do it worse,

I reckoned, and ought to do it better. All

the staff came up and shook the chassis and

felt the wires. One of the latter had gone,

the right one, from the front of the right

skid to the boom of the lower plane. It

was only a case of " bang went saxpence,"

and was rapidly renewed.

Meanwhile, the other pupils were taken on

the second machine. I was then doctored

up with further precautions, and started on

another run. Nothing eventful occurred till

the landing. Last time I had landed on an

upward slope, which I had not sufficiently

taken into account. I cut oflF at the two

metres height, and kept the machine up long

enough to land with only a slight bump.

This was better, but not good enough, and I

had landed slightly on the turn, to stop

near the sheds. My mental notes were con-

firmed by the words of the pilot, near whom

1 had stopped. He told me I should have

carried straight on instead of worrying about

stopping near the sheds.
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So I went off again, and brought off much

the same sort of landing, but quite straight.

I was a long way from home, so I started off

on a fourth round. I took a very wide turn

this time, and decided that the only thing

left to try to improve matters was to keep

the elevator perfectly horizontal after cutting

off at two metres; I got on to the line of the

straight for home in good time, descended

gently, cut off at the right height, and kept

her floating at that. This seemed all right

—

floating along nicely—" must touch soon, I

suppose," was what passed through my mind.

I kept the elevator just nibbling, as it were,

at the horizontal, and found myself running

out without having felt the ground. I

hooked up the petrol wire and climbed

down. I received congratulations from the

pilot, who confirmed the idea of keeping the

elevator horizontal after cutting off^, and thus

letting the machine settle down horizontally

for the last two metres of height, while it

lost weigh. I felt very pleased at having

grasped the right idea to work at now in my

landings.

m
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One of the pupils who started a day after

me, wound up the day with a couple of solo

circuits with perfectly satisfactory landings.

Another week, we were told, and we

should be practising for the brevel. This

was extremely cheering.

The officers and N.C.O.s, practising on

the Henry Farmans, were gradually working

up to greater heights in this good weather

combined with longer periods in the air, and

practising vols planes of moderate height at

first, but gradually increasing.

One of the N.C.O.s showed me

—

Les Dix Commandements de l'Aviateur.

1. Ton appareil, examineras

Avant de partir, soigneusement.

2. Tous les organes, verifieras

Bien, I'excellent fonctionnement.

3. Ton moteur, tu t'assureras

Qu'il est en parfait rendement.

4. De I'atmosphere, 6tudieras

L'etat si souvent inclement.

5. Ton casque tu n'oublieras,

II te garantira surement.
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6. Le depart enfin tu prendras,

Avec sang-froid, courageusement.

7. Centre les ddments, lutteras,

Mais n'oublie pas d'etre prudent.

8. Ta mission tu accompliras

Avec soin et tres sdrieusement.

9. Nos TROis couLEURS tu poftcras

Avec joie, partout, triomphalement.

10. Et pour la France sacrifieras

Ta vie, s'il le faut, glorieusement.

J. A. B.
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1 FLY TEN TIMES OVER

14/// ^^?^.—Decidedly the winter seems to

be the flying season par excellence, and

November the best month in it in this part

of the world. The perfectly still mornings

characteristic of early Novembers are perfect

for the sport. The slight touch of frost in

ground and air this morning added a Joie

de vivre.

After the customary minute examination

of the aeroplanes and engines, the manager

and pilot tried the air. All being reported

well, the fledglings were permitted to try

their wings. I made a circuit round the

wood, and effected a landing—all right it

seemed ; so I opened up again, ran on and

got off, and efi^ected another circuit, landing

again with fair success. There was still an

72
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unprofessional ripple about the final stage of

the descent, and I could generally feel when

1 touched.

The next pupil then carried on. This

was his second solo flight. The pupils'

flights at this stage are naturally of more

than ordinary interest. He went off and

got round all right, but the great query is

always the landing. He cut ofl^ high, and

then mounted rather higher. (In taking

oflF one's left hand to cut oflr", the remaining

hand unaided is very apt to make some

slight involuntary movement.) He depressed,

however, before it was too late, and after a

big ripple, landed with a slight bump or

two. He evidently thought it all right,

though, and was off again on his second

round. He made a similar landing, and

came running up very pleased. The pilot

took him somewhat to task.

Flying was over for the morning, as a

slight southerly wind had brought up a

dense fog. Going back to the town, I took

a lesson in driving the school car, from the

very amiable chaufi^eur.
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Conditions were excellent in the afternoon,

and I did four circuits with landings in rapid

succession.

Pupil No 2 had a couple of rounds.

In his final landing he positively soared up

after cutting off, from which position he had

to do a miniature vo/ plane down. He
brought it off all right, but the danger

was that, having very little weigh on, a

treacherous puff might easily upset him

sideways. He tried again, and this time

again cut off rather too high, and then

sailed along without any loss of altitude.

The tail began to drop, and one wondered

when he would elect to come down. The

tail dropped more, but mercifully the whole

machine was now settling down. The tail

touched first, which immediately brought

the chassis to earth with somewhat of a

bump, but no apparent harm was done.

Pupil No. 2 seemed rather more pleased

than the occasion warranted, but he was of

an eminently French sanguine temperament.

Pupil No. 3, the one who nearly slid

back on his tail the other day, then went
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out. I knew he was nervous, as carli in

the afternoon he had said he was not going

out any more that day. He seemed to me

to smoke too many cigarettes, and had a

bella-donna look in the eyes. I swung the

propeller for him, usually an easy job on

the stationary Renault engine, compared to

the business of swinging the propeller for

the rotary Gnome. In the latter case you

have to swing engine and all, and it is

usually more difficult to get it to fire. This

business of swinging the propeller is a

frightfully dangerous looking thing at first,

as the blades begin to fly round almost

before the man's hands have left, and the

madly whirling knives seem to be going

round precious near his face. It is, in fact,

an operation in which due caution has to be

employed, the great thing being to avoid

slipping at the critical moment, and falling

with one's head in the fatal disc. Well

No. 3 got off and disappeared behind

the wood, as usual. Suddenly, the hum of

his engine ceased, and did not start again.

I started running for the end of the wood.

^1
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and the rest followed, the school car bringing

up the rear. A variety of conjectures passed

through one's mind as to what might have

happened, and as to what possible gruesome

spectacle one might be treated. I guessed,

however, allowing for the state of mind

with which I credited him, that he had

merely surprised himself into landing, by

suddenly finding himself too low through

inadvertence ; that he had cut off and

landed instead of rising. We ran on and

round the end of the wood. . . .

Well in the open we saw the machine at

rest, apparently all right, with No. 3 examin-

ing the chassis. This was a great relief.

We assured ourselves that both pilot and

machine were all right, and were then treated

to a lengthy explanation, accompanied by

much gesticulation : how he had made a

large circuit, and was steering in a general

direction for home, when suddenly tall, dark,

and menacing, the great black wood elevated

itself before him. Uncertain of making good

his turning round the end of this menacing

obstacle, he thought it better to come down,
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and had effected a good landing, in spite of

a number of large stones strewn about.

This was an interesting and surprising

yarn. The fact was that he had completely

lost his head. The machine was a good

hundred yards from the wood, and the

track of the wheels extended nearly another

fifty yards back, and in a direction which

showed that the descent had been made not

towards the wood, at all, but in the correct

direction for home. There was sufficient

room to have made a complete circle without

touching the wood or even going dangerously

near it ; the said wood was only a narrow

copse of small firs, and a slight draw on

the lever must of a certainty have carried

him safely over.

The pilot then took up No. 3 as a

passenger, just to show him how he could

turn, and got badly caught in the eddy of

his own tail—rather a new experience for

the pilot, 1 fancy.

I made four more circuits, landing each

time, and taking a greater height during

flight. On one occasion, after landing and
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running along on the wheels, I hooked up the

petrol wire, with a view to stopping the

engine and getting out ; on looking up after

this momentary diversion, I found to my
horror that I was floating up in the air again !

I had got more weigh on than I realized, and

had unwittingly drawn back the control some-

what. I depressed immediately and landed

gently. As the propeller was still moving

I released the petrol wire, and opened up

again just to show I could do betttr. The

final landing really seemed all right, and the

pilot complimented me. When coming

down from these greater heights, he said,

it was certainly best to throttle down a

good deal, on account of the added velocity

from the descent.

I hoped I had now got hold of the right

ideas to aim at in landing. My idea now

was to flatten out at two metres high, and

then keep the machine

—

not necessarily the

elevator—horizontal, until she dropped of

her own accord to earth. One then landed

on the four wheels, and the tail dropped

gently afterwards.



CHAPTER XIV

READY FOR THE BREVET

Sunday.—The chance of a last visit to the

Salon was not to be missed. I had a good

look round from 9 to 1 1 a.m., after which

the place began to get crowded. I paid

another visit in the afternoon, and was

occasionally carried off my feet by the crowd.

The national enthusiasm over aviation was

most remarkable, and reached its maximum

when the band played " La Marseillaise des

Aviateurs." It is the military aspect of

aviation, with the hope of the success it

will bring them in their next war, which

makes the chief appeal to the people, and

the success of the show was due in great

part to the active co-operation of the fighting

services. The number of types of hydro-

planes exhibited was another remarkable

79
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feature. This branch or aviation is advanc-

ing with giant strides. The absence of

Paulhan with his "Triad" was noticeable,

due it was said to the impossibility of sparing

a single machine of the type even for a

fortnight.

1 5/// and 1 6fh days.—Monday and Tuesday.

—Wind, rain, fog, etc.—nothing doing. I

occasionally got into the seat of a Maurice,

and worked the control and my imagination

in unison.

lyth day.—Wednesday.—Not too bad.

The pilot told me to start quick before

the wind got up. So I pushed off and did

four circuits with landings, all going very

well. I was just beginning to make the

necessary movements automatically, includ-

ing the steering with one's feet, which at

first seemed unnatural.

The pilot said I could go for my hre'vet

when I liked.

A thick fog came up directly I had

finished, and closed proceedings for the

day. I drove the school car back under

instruction, and up and down again in
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the afternoon. Fog prevented any further

flying.

1 8/^ day.— Thursday.—Nothing doing

again. This was very dull. I wandered

about in the woricshops, and tried to get

some instruction about the engines. Some
of the school prospectuses in England contain

clauses as to instruction being given in the

care and repairing of engines, etc., but there

is not as a rule much organisation about this

part of the teaching ; nor is this difficult to

understand, as much attention paid to this

portion of the business would prove a costly

and unprofitable undertaking. It would in

any case be hard to arrange and carry out,

as the knowledge of the pupils on the subject

varies between such wide limits. While few

of them are entirely ignorant, many are

experts. In any case there is no examina-

tion on aero-motors for the ordinary certifi-

cate, such as there is for the French brevet

militaire^ and the expense of instruction in

this subject would be a loss to competitive

schools catering to pass candidates simply

through the tests for the certificate at so
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82 THE AIR PILOT

much a head. The minimum that is required

to be known is soon picked up, however,

together with the leadi; j
features and

characteristics of the engines with which

one has to do.

The two most commonly used engines

in the motor world are the Gnome and

Renault, and their chief points may be

summarised as under

—

Gnome.—This is a radial engine of the

rotary type, with seven cylinders. The

types on the market are of 50, 70, 80, 100,

140, and 160 horse-power. The last three

consist of two of the corresponding lower

powered ones worked together on one shaft,

the cylinders of the back unit showing

through the spaces between those of the

one in front.

The cylinders are of steel, and very thin,

and are made with fins to facilitate air-

cooling, which is also greatly aided by the

revolution of the engine itself. In practice

it is a very reliable engine, and is generally

regarded as a marvel of skilled design

by the engineering world. It requires,
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however, much attention and specially trained

mechanics to look after it properly. To
keep it in perfect order it has to be taken

down after about thirty hours' running,

cleaned, and re-erected. This takes two

skilled mechanics a ten-hour day. The

reason for this constant cleaning arises from

the free deposit of carbon in the cylinders

from the burnt oil.

The propeller is fixed to a boss on either

the front or back plate of the crank-case,

and thus revolves at the same number of

revolutions as the engine, i.e. at about 1200

revolutions per minute.

One of the great features of the engine

Is the ease with which it can be mounted

on any machine, which in a great measure

accounts for the general manner in which

it has been adopted for many different types

of machines. There is an objection from

a certain number of people to the use of

this engine, in common with other rotary

engines, on account of its gyroscopic action.

The effect of the gyroscopic action may be

slightly felt when making a turn to the right.
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It is very wasteful both in oil and petrol.

The weight of a 50 horse-power engine is

only 150 lb., or 3 lb. per horse, and it is

this wonderful lightness which is its greatest

advantage. When one sees one of these

engines starting, and the light frail-looking

working parts beginning their mad dance,

one imagines that the whole thing must

fly to bits with the centrifugal force de-

veloped.

The price of a 50 h.p. is /400.

Renault.—This engine is very similar to

the well-known car type except that it is

air-cooled instead of being water-cooled.

A revolving fan in front of the engine

drives air past the cylinders, while aluminium

shields direct a part of this current upwards

between the cylinders. It is a stationary

engine of eight or sixteen cylinders, set V-

shaped.

The types on the market are of 50, 70,

and 100 h.p., of 8, 8, and 16 cylinders

respectively.

The cylinders are of cast iron, and like-

wise the cylinder heads ; both of which, and
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the top of the sparking plug, have fins to

facilitate the air-cooling.

It is a very reliable engine, and requires

comparatively little attention. The accessi-

bility of the working parts leaves much to

be desired, but the engine does not often

require taking down—say, every 60 hours.

The cylinder heads can be removed, and

the cylinders cleaned, valves ground, and

can all be put back by a mechanic in half

a day. If the whole engine has to be taken

down, it is a heavy job, and it is awkward

to get it out of the nacelle. It would take

two good mechanics, with assistance in

lifting the engine, three days to take down,

clean, and re-erect.

The propeller is fixed to the end of the

cam-shaft, and revolves at 900 revolutions to

the engine's 1800, the cam-shaft being geared

down from the crank-shaft at 2 to i. A
larger measure of efficiency is obtained from

the larger propeller travelling at a slower

speed, than from a smaller high-speed pro-

peller ; the amount of gyroscopic action is

negligible.
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A 70 h.p. Renault uses 7 gallons of

petrol an hour, and ~ of a gallon of oil.

It weighs 430 lb., or 6\ lb. per horse.

The price of a 70 h.p. Renault is ;^48o.

From the manager 1 tried to get some

notes as to the administration of such a

school as this, and received many polite

promises.

From the clerk I obtained a record of

my flying time up to date, which was as

follows :

—

Flying days. Minutes.

I St 41 with pilot.

2nd 1 1 „ „

3rd 6 » j>

4th 15 »

4th 23 alone.

5th 65 »

6th 65 .

7th 50 »>

8th 23 ,>

Total— 5 hours all but a minute.

The above times were made up of several

short flights, as a rule, and were generous
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estimates, I should say, probably to make

sure of accounting for all the petrol used.

It was still raining, and feeling very bored

I walked back to the hotel. The first five

kilometres were fairly pleasant walking,

along a decent road ; but the last two kilo-

metres through the town were killing,

the paving consisting of very rough stone,

about 6-inch cube, very uneven and full of

holes. A mile or two over this tires one out,

and one arrives at one's destination feeling

jarred all over. One hears much of the fine

roads of France, but in our small towns

the roads are infinitely better than this.

The effect of this sort of road, which

extends for miles from Paris in some direc-

tions, must be nothing less than disastrous

to the bolts and springs of cars.
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CHAPTER XV

FINAL PRACTICES FOR THE BREVET

\Cjth day.—The afternoon proving favour-

able. I was told I could have the machine,

and do more or less what I liked with it.

So 1 started off and tried some figures of

eight round a couple of imaginary points.

I found I was carried about half a mile to

leeward while I was on the turn, which made

my figures rather shapeless. I had got over

the inclination to mount on the turns, and

was now rather the other way, which was

preferable. The pilot told me I would do

better to work at a higher altitude, so as to

allow for sinking on the turns.

So the next time I got up to rather over

50 metres, which is the height to be attained

in the altitude test for the brevet^ and passed

over the wood while making the " eights,"

88
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instead of going round it each time. This

made the figures more stylish. The landing

(against the wind) was in each case imper-

ceptible, so I felt pretty confident for the

tests, which specify " normal " landings.

One of the pupils who was carrying out

his tests just before I joined, landed in the

middle of the given circle very exactly, but

the landing was unfortunately of the pan-

cake variety, and broke up the chassis.

The time-keeper, who swore to his exacti-

tude, had noted the duration of my two

flights as 10 and 12 minutes respectively.

The latter would be m '-^ngest non-stop

solo flight to date. 1 . it I could easily

carry on for an hour. This would carry me

85 kilometres, with an expenditure of 30

litres of petrol. 1 should certainly have

liked to fly for an hour, in order to say

or rather to feel I had done it. The French

officers and N.C.O.s were in fact training

until they could do an hour at 500 metres

altitude. This done, they would join one

of the military aviation centres, and undergo

further training for the military brevet.

I
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20//; diiy,—Sitturdii\: Rained all day.

list day.—Monday afternoon was perfect

for flying—not a breath of wind. The first

time I got hold of the machine 1 did my five

"figures of eight" round two imaginary

points, at a height of about 50 metres, pass-

ing over the wood as required, so as not to

spoil the symmetry of the figures. I made

an attempt to land in the circle marked on

the ground as the usual stopping-place for

the trials. 1 did not, however, see the spot

in time, with the consequence that 1 ran

over the circle after landing. But as there

would be a flag or something to mark the

spot on the day of trial, this failure did not

worry me much.

It was some time before I could get hold

of the machine again, as there were two other

pupils now flying alone.

A bran-new one also turned up, accom-

panied by his parents. The new-comer was

given a passenger flight, "with which he

declared himself enchanted," according to

the almost invariable formula in the aviation

journals the day following a new " baptism
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of the air." The new chum's father was

also taken for a turn, and was previously

overheard to say that he must have a flight

to see if his icgs got cold, and whether it

would be really necessary to get Marcel

leather trousers as well as coat. (As he had

only a short trip, and it was a warm day,

paterfamilias's legs did not get cold, and the

son never got his trousers.) Madame,

meanwhile, was making inquiries as to

whether her boy would find himself in a

" bon milieu" and looked the rest of us up

and down in a very searching manner.

When I got the machine again I noticed

there was an aneroid attached to the front of

the fuselage, so I determined fo have a little

altitude trial all to myself. I only needed

to get up to 50 metres for the trial, so I

opened up full and headed for the blue-

grey. On looking at the aneroid for the

first time after starting I saw I was already

at 75, so I said "Good enough," and

rung round the wood, making a gradual

descent, and landed, or rather stopped,

inside the circle.

1/1
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I felt 1 could easily work at a higher

altitude if necessary, so I was satisfied for

the present.

There was no further time that day to

fly oflT the trials, which would take from

half an hour to an hour, but I was told

that if it was fine the next day, as seemed

probable, I could carry them out. One of

the French ofllicers would be willing to act as

commissah'd.

At this stage the inevitable photographer,

who took all the pupils as a matter of course,

turned up. He was not to be denied, and

had his will of me. Four photos are required

in any case nowadays to accompany the

application for the brevety and the pupils

at the French schools do a good deal in the

way of exchanging photos in the form of

postcards.
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CHAPTER XVI

THE BREVET

zind day.-Tht morn bid fair, and after

turns taken by the pilot and two other

pupils, 1 started off to do the necessary for

the brevet. The pilot's final injunction was

to roll well before rising from the gorund,

so as to make sure of having due weigh on,

and avoid rising with a drooping tail, which

would be thoroughly bad style. 1 deter-

mined to do nothing so amateurish. 1 was

provided with an aneroid slung in front of

me, which I could read easily, and a pocket

barograph, a very neat little instrument,

lent to me by one of the pupils, the

Dutchman. I decided to fly at about lOO

metres, that being a decent height, and not

too high to prevent one easily seeing the

flags, about which one had to turn. The
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pilot said he would wave a flag when I had

done four figures of eight, so that I should

then know that I had to make one more

figure, and then land.

I went off and got my altitude during the

first figure, trying to rise on the straights

only and avoid turning on the curves. I

seemed to be getting along famously, and

quite forgot to look out for the signal on

my fourth figure. I saw violent signs being

made as I finished my fifth, but as I had

rather lost count by this time, I made one

more to be quite sure, and then did a circle

round the wood, making altogether, as 1 was

told afterwards, six and a half 1

Two markers stood about lOO yards from

the stopping point, and the thing was to

steer midway between them, and at right

angles to their line. This I managed to

bring off all right, having made a very big

sweep round, so as to get a long straight.

1 came along about six feet above the ground,

and cut off as 1 passed the markers, having

already throttled down to a certain extent. 1

ran over the centre of the circie and stopped
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about ten yards beyond. This was satis-

factory. The pocket barograph snowed a

line of dots at the lOO metre level, represent-

ing my flight. This was the end of the

first test.

1 now proposed to go straight on, and

combine the other two tests, namely a

second series of five figures of eight, and

the altitude test of 50 "^^tres. For this

purpose I had a sealed barograph slung m

a box on my back. I still had the other

in my pocket, and the large aneroid in front

of me. OflF 1 went again with instructions

to look out for waving on my fifth figure,

which I was to complete, and then do the

altitude test- 1 00 or 200 metres, or what-

ever I fancied above the 50- 1 completed

the five figures of eight at about 100 metres

without incident, having noted the waving,

which 1 was this time on the look out for.

1 then set out for altitude.

The first thing 1 concentrated on was to

see the aneroid mark 200, without rising

appreciably on the curves. I was making

large circles round the wood. The 200

^
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it.

was so soon and easily attained, that I

thought 1 had better make sure of good

measure by going to 250. I still felt quite

master of the situation, so I determined to

push on with a third oval and make it 300.

1 now began to feel rather less sure of

myself, as sometimes when I felt sure I was

mounting, the aneroid did not seem to show

it, and then when I felt I was going

horizontally, or even slightly down, the

aneroid seemed to be going up quite quickly.

The instrument must have had a certain

retardation, but this di'^cordance between

fact and fancy was disconcerting.

Well—I arrived at 300, and was still

going round. At this height movement

seemed quite slow. I could easily fancy 1

was not moving at all—just sitting still in

a buzzing chair. Rapidly multiplying 300

by 3, and finding that this fell short of 1000

feet, I determined to make for 350, which

would give a decent margin. Long clouds

of fog were streaming up from the south,

and frequently nearly hid the wood and the

ground generally from view. But I could
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just see well enough to steer by. Having

had my confidence slightly shaken by the

unsympathetic behaviour of the aneroid, 1

went very gently indeed : in fact I seemed

to be unable to rise at all. The low fog

had obscured the horizon, and I found that

the effect was that one soon lost one's sense

of the horizontal under these circumstances.

Ordinarily, by seeing what the edge of the

front elevator is doing with regard to the

horizon, one has a sound guide. 1 was not

sure now what I was doing, whether I was

going down, horizontally, or up. The

awful thought struck me that I might be

going up at some impossible angle, danger-

ously "cabre," and I shot a pained glance

at my aneroid, that broken reed, which I

considered had f?Ued me in the hour of

necessity. It marked something slightly

over 300. After all, I thought, I was pretty

steady ; if the aspiring aviator begins to

conjure up bogies, he might as well put up

effort.the shutters,

however, to

It required considerable

le control nowpull th( so as to

cither feel like rising, or have "ny effect on

r
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the aneroid. I pulled resolutely, and was

certain 1 was rising. The aneroid started

rising soon after. I determined to come

down at 350, as I was beginning not to like

it I hung on like grim death, and leanmg

forward 1 saw the needle well over the 350

mark, and depressed. The wretched aneroid

still continued to rise, which made me depress

more, and more than depressed me, as 1

had not really had a calm moment m which

to size up the nature of the beast. When

it did begin to drop the aneroid certainly

dropped very quickly, much too quickly

I considered. 1 determined to take plenty

of time about it from then on.

In about three large ovals 1 got down to

the region of 50 metres, and then rung

round the wood, and made an exactly similar

landing to the previous one, i.e. stopping

about 10 yards beyond the centre of the

marked circle. 1 hooked up the petrol wire,

undid the belt which fastened me into the

s-at, and began to climb down. The others

called out to stop me, until the commissaire

came up and removed the sealed barograph.

fP
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1 then got down and we looked at the

records. The pocket barograph showed 400

metres, the official one 365, while the one I

was looking at had marked 355 when I

began to descend, and 1 had not noticed to

what height it had gone exactly during the

early part of my descent. The differences

in reading were accounted for by the fact

that the aneroid slung in front of me had

been adjusted to something below zero

before I started, so as to give the official

instrument, a noted laggard, time to mark

somewhere near the height attained. The

pocket instrument was the most delicate of

the three, and probably correct.

The deed having been done, all and

sundry were most congratulatory. The

pilot said I had been too high, but was

distinctly pleased. For another he would

have had fear, he said, but in this case he

trusted to British phlegm.

The fog was now thick, so we dispersed.

Having arrangt^ to carry on with further

training, I turned up as usual in the after-

noon, and got a couple of good flights, not

II
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going much above lOO metres, but going in

for steering over fresh country, steermg on

a distant mark, following a road or radway,

etc I also found out how warp and rudder

help each other, so that in practice one gets

into the way of seldom using the one without

the other.
. i .

One of the other pupils flew his tests, bu

not in good style, as he kept very low and

only did about 70 metres for h^s altitude.

An instructive accident occurred to a

Henry Farman on landing, as 1 was watch-

ing it. The officer flying the machine,

who had had considerable experience, was

landing gently after a vol p/ane ;
he had

elevated slightly just before landing, so as to

clear the plough at the edge of the ground

and had very little weigh on. The ground

sloped up to his right, and as he kept his

planes horizontal, the right wheel touched

first. What happened then was that the

two struts immediately above the right pair

of wheels snapped in half, and the machine

tipped forward, breaking oft' the ends of both

skidds Some other minor damage was done.
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but as the machine did not turn over the

pilot was unharmed, being Uickily strrpped

to his seat. It seemed to me that the

chassis broke rather easily, and I did not

think this would have occurred with a

Maurice Farman. The Henry machine in

question was a 13 metre one, of a newer

and lighter pattern than the older 1 7 metre

one, and designed for greater speed. It

has a distinctly more fragile appearance.
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CHAPTER XVII

SUBSEQUENT PRACTICE

The time subsequently passed by me at

the school I employed for cruising round

the environs generally for as long as I was

permitted to have the machine ;
this was

never more than half an hour, as there was

always some one else waiting for his turn.

The pilot had promised to come up with

me, and put mc iu .he way of the vol planL

He explained that 1 should certainly have

had some little experience of this before

going anything like as high as I did when

passing the brevet; if anything had gone

wrong with the engine when in the air, I

should have had to plane down. The force

of this reasoning was manifest, and 1 was

only too anxious to learn the elements of

the vol plane, and thereby take a reasonable

lo::
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measure of precaution against engine mishaps

in future flighK

\Vc:l, the pilot always seemed to be very

busy with new pupils, who were flocking

up daily, and as the manager of the school

was on leave getting married, the pilot was

also acting manager for the time being, and

so had less time than ever. 1
therefore

came to the conclusion that if 1 was going

to learn this thing I had better teach myself

1 had already started on a very small scale

in some previous flights " .« fm^mt la

montagne russe- i.e. by switchbacking the

machine, throttling down the engine while

descending, and opening up again for the

rise. This is quite an exhilarating form of

play at first, especially combined with a

rocking of the ailerons, and only advisable

for a beginner on a perfectly calm day. It

is wonderful how rapidly and easily the

machine will rock when the handles are

quickly moved up and down. The machine

answers at once, without any retardation.

It acts so easily, too, that one seems to be

rocking the house with one's little hnger.
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When the machine answers like this to the

lateral working of the command, one knows

from that alone that the machine has got

all due flying speed on—and this is a useful

check in clinibing, for instance, against rising

too rapidly. An occasional waggle of the

command should be followed by a corre-

sponding rocking of the machine—then all

is well, and you may continue to climb at

that. If there is no corresponding rock, or

if it is late and feeble—beware ! you are

losing weigh.

Having decided, then, to fathom the

mysteries of the vo/ pldne, as soon as I

had secured the machine, 1 proceeded to a

height of some 50 metres, and after a pre-

liminary switchback or two, I pushed the

throttle lever full down, and proceeded to

descend.

Now if t'xTe is one thing about a

Maurice Farman more than another which

is rubbed into one ad nnuseam in all one's

reading of the comparative virtues of various

machines, it is its almost uncannily low

gliding angle. 1 said to myself therefore,
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« Let us take advantage of our wide and

deep reading on these things. Of what

use, indeed, is theoretical knowledge unless

nrlied to practice when opportunity offers ?

\Ve will proceed to glide at ,V.
or there-

abouts." We seemed to be swishing along

nicely, and evidently the whole art of vol

planing seemed to me must consist in taking

the smallest possible gliding angle. 1
was

not, however, quite happy : the swishing

seemed to be dying away, but go down

steeper 1 would not. Had not 1 read the

whole matter up, forsooth ? Of what use

then were books? 1 could swear I was

descending at about the best angle, as

shown in the pictures in some of the highest

authorities on the subject. All the same,

things were going from bad to worse, there

could be no doubt of that. The swish had

quite died away, an ominous wobble was

beginning to make itself felt-this without

either wind or working of the gauchissemem

to account for it. I wobbled the lateral

command—horrors ! there was practically

no response. 1 felt that in another moment

4
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I should be standing still, and then—but

no ! I felt in a fraction of a second that

if I came dropping down on my tail, in a

Maurice Farman too, of all machines, 1

should not only suffer a serious accident,

but should also make myself a laughing-

stock. I decided to postpone further

experiments. I shoved her nose down, I

turned on the engine full blast, I got so

much weigh on the old bus that I could

make her rock by merely thinking of the

ailerons. Flattening out to relieve the

pressure on my ears, I sailed round to

the back of the wood and some distance

off for my next experiment. 1 clung

tenaciously to my theory of the weirdly

low glidi'ig angle, and the proper way of

putting that precious knowledge into practice.

Again and again did the machine fail to go

down according to my expectations. " I'll

go back and think it out," I said to myself,

" especially as the other chap's waiting."

It also occurred to me that I seemed to

have forgotten I was now paying for

damages.

W VI

I
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1 returned and strolled toward the hangars,

as if 1 knew nothing of important experi-

ments which had recently been conducted

in the neighbourhood on the subject of

aviation. My return was unmarked in any

way by the sort of comments 1 was expect-

ing. 1 had hardened my face, pre- iring to

1)6 told I had been making an ass of myself.

At the same time 1 was somewhat dis-

appointed at the entire absence of comment,

and therefore proceeded to draw one of the

sous-officiers, an experienced flier, who was

standing about. After a general conversation,

1 casually remarked as I was leaving him

that I was commencing the '^.•0/ plane.
*'

J^^'"

he said,
'* but you were going too flat." " I

thought so," I lied. On my way to my

machine 1 passed the pilot, who was changing

pupils on the other machine. "You cut

off your engine before beginning to descend

iust now, didn't you?" he said. "Yes,

isn't that right ? " 1 replied. « Get your

apparatus engaged at the right angle of

descent first and get her going well down

before you cut off."

^ t
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This was enough. j^ cd with these

instructions I got into c machine again,

determined to leave fine gliding angles well

alone for the present. I went up to loo

metres, put the machine well down to a

useful angle of descent, and then cut off.

I felt 1 was going at more than normal

flying speed, " I'liesse de regime^' but I

avoided all inclination towards a more

gradual angle. 1 felt a strong and constant

wind in my face. Keeping the nose of the

machine well under, the odd simile of drown-

ing a kitten came to me. Instead of the

humming roar of the engine, I heard as we

(the machine and I) descended, ever at the

sam^ ^ngle, the constant swish of the planes ;

it seemed the most beautiful music I had

ever heard. Anything more beautiful than

the sensation of this flight, 1 had never

experienced. But here was mother earth.

Gradually flattening out and opening up

the engine, I proceeded to take height again,

and went through exactly the same perform-

ance. Coming down I worked the lateral

command, and the machine rocked in unison.
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The pedals swung her easily to right and

left. Nearing the end of my tether I turned

the engine on, and made a normal landing.

Even after this 1 was subsequently told I

had been going rather flat !

On the next occasion I determined to

make my landing without the engine. 1

proceeded as before, and having descended

to about 30 feet from the ground, 1 flattened

out gradually in an asymptotic curve, and

ran her out nicely to j = o.

This felt really great and glorious, and

1 did it once more, all going well. The

joy of vol-planing really beats anything 1

have ever experienced.

I was glad I had done this, as I never got

the machine again. A whole week of bad

weather prevented my doing further flying,

and the time had come when 1 had to leave

the school.

'!
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTES

Average flyin;^ time required lo secure a certifi-

edte, I obtained from the clerk at the

School Bureau the number of flying hours

taken by all the pupils on the Maurice
Farman machine up to date at that school.

The results were as follows :

—

\ i

U

=!>:
J';'

hi;
I

ji.'

• i ' ^

lit. i •

Number of pupils. Hours. Minutes.

I 8 24

2 8 27

3 lO

4 6 42

5

6

7

7

7

2

7 4 9

Totals 7

Average

51

time 7

no

51

24
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The average time in flying hours may,

therefore, be taken as 7 A hours, of which

one half to three quarters of an hour would

represent the time taken in flying off the

actual trials for the certificate. My own

time was 7 hours and 2 minutes, number

six in the above list. Number seven took

only a short time, but he was inclined to be

in too great a hurry to take his certificate,

and was not a strong flier at the time of

his passing.

As regards the number of flying days,

this naturally depends on the weather. The

whole business has been done in two or

three days, but, as a rule, not more than

half an hour's flying per day is given on

the average, and more than this is not

usually considered advisable at first. A

good deal is learnt by being about and

watching pilots and other pupils. In my

case 1 flew on thirteen separate days out of

a total period of twenty-six days including

four Sundays on which the school was not

open. I happened to hit a favourable period

after the Balkan oflicers had left for the seat

%
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of war and before a number of new pupils,

chiefly English oflficers, had begun to arrive.

The weather was on the whole favourable.

After the trials are over, there is a delay

of some three weeks in receiving the actual

certificate, In the case of an Englishman

or other foreigner getting his certificate in

France there is a delay of some seven weeks

while the various Aero Clubs communicate

with each other.

Cost of subsequent practice.—The cost at

which practice may be carried out after

finishing with the certificate was quoted to

me as 500 francs a week, or, if by flying

time, at 200 francs an hour. The cost of

remaining on a the school with a view to

taking the brevet militaire would have been

4000 francs. This latter sum was said to

be a special minimum for English ofl^cers,

and is, like the ^-j $ for the ordinary brevet^

much less than is paid by the French

Government to the various schools on

account of military pupils. This is accounted

for by the long time sometimes taken by
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the military pupils, and the thorough nature

of the training for the brevet militairey which

comprises several distinct stages, namely

—

Vol plani from 500 metres.

Hour's flight above 500 metres.

Cross-country flying.

Examination in acro-motors.

Finally, the tests laid down for the brevet

mililaire.

If

1

PrecdiiiioHS.—The wearing of a safety

helmet is generally conceded to be a sound

precaution.

As regards strapping one's self in, there

is some difi^erence of opinion. In some

cases people have probably been saved by

being thrown clear, but it is much the same

problem as the tight or the light-hearted

hunting-seat. 1 fancy, if it could be com-

piled, that the record would favour the tight

seat in an aeroplane, and the strap certainly

keeps one in one's place in the event of

an extra rude buflret which would otherwise

throw one against the control and possibly

cause a false movement.

'I I
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Tips.— I h;ivc been told by an P'nglish

pilot that he generally got Is ^^^^ ^ P"P''

on the latter passing for his certificate. A

similar tip is not so usually made in l-Vance,

but I gathered that lOO francs was often

given ; in any case the I^if/et for that amount

which I tendered was gracefully accepted.

Some French pilots get a sum of say 50

francs from their Mnison or putron for each

pupil passed for his certificate.

IJt^

t\' i



CONCLUSION
I

I TRUST that anything I have written in the

above diary will be regarded merely as a

record of experiences, and not be taken as

intended for instruction. If, however, these

notes should prove of interest or help to

any one about to learn to fly, 1 should be

greatly pleased.

What would give me the greatest satisfac-

tion would be to convey to some, who can

only regard aviation as flying in the face of

Providence, a more accurate idea of what is

actually involved in the way of risks and

difficulties, which are considerably less, for

instance, than in mountain climbing ; to

certain others, who might be hesitating

whether to take the plunge or not, I should

like to give the last needed touch ; to

certain others, again, who have formed the

115
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impression that the certified aviator neces-

sarily knows all about flying, I should like

to say once more that he is only at the

beginning of the two or three years of con-

stant training and practice necessary to make

the perfect pilot ; and lastly, to all who are

not already aware of it, I would point out

that we are getting left in the race for aerial

supremacy, and losing that position which

should go by nature to English temperament

and character.

fl hngh\.on„'yanuarj', 191 3.
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APPENDIX

The Rules under which the following certificates

are granted arc added for reference.

I, Aviator CERriFicATEs.

II, Royal Aero Ciaib Special Certificate.

III. French Brevet Militaire.

:|^

1

AVIATOR CERTIFICATES

The Sporting Authority governing aviation in

each country represented on the F.A.I, can alone

grant Aviator Certificates to candidates, of at least

1 8 years of age, and coming under its jurisdiction.

1. To natives, i.e. candidates of the same nation-

ality as the Club.

2. To foreigners belonging to a country not

represented on the F.A.I.

3. To foreigners of a country represented on the

F.A.I. ; but in this case the certificate can only be

delivered with the authorisation of the Sporting

Authority of the candidate's country.

117 I 2
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The Royal Aero Club of the United Kingdom
will grant certificates in accordance with the regu-

lations of the Federation Acronautiquc Internationale

to candidates who have complied with the following

rules :

—

> J 1

Rl'I.ES.

1. Candidates must accomplish the three follow-

ing tests :

—

A. Two distance flights, consisting of at least

5 kilometres (3 miles 185 yards) each

in a closed circuit, the distance to be

measured as described below.

B. One altitude flight, consisting of a minimum
height of 50 metres (164 feet), which

may form part of one of the two flight

prescribed above.

2. The course on which the aviator acomplishcs

tests A. must be marked out by two posts situated

not more than 500 metres (547 yards) apart.

3. After each turn round one of the posts the

aviator must change the direction when going round

the second post, so that the circuit will consist or

an uninterrupted series of figures of 8.

4. The distance flown shall be reckoned as if in

a straight line from post to post.

5. The method of alighting for each of the flights

shall be with the motor stopped at or before the

moment of touching the ground, and the aeroplane

must come to rest within a distance of 50 metres

(164 feet) from a point indicated previously by the
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candidate. The landing must be effected under

normal conditions, and the officials must report the

manner in which it was efFected.

6. Each of the flights must be vouched for in

writing by officials appointed by the Royal Aero

Club. All tests to be under the control of, and in

places agreed to by, the Royal Aero Club.

7. All flights must be made between sunrise and

sunset, and suitable previous notice must be given to

the Secretary of the Royal Aero Club.

8. The Royal Aero Club declines all responsi-

bility for any accidents, or any damage that may

occur to the aviators, their machines, c to any third

parties during or in connection with the qualifying

tests of the candidate.

9. Candidates must make application on a form

pr'^vided for that purpose. Any expenses incurred

must be borne by the candidates.

10. Foreigners belonging to a country represented

on the Federation Acronautique Internationale can

only receive a certificate from the Royal Aero Club

after having obtained the consent of their national

sporting authority, as approved by the Federation

Aeronautique Internationale. A certificate may

be granted to a foreigner whose country is not

represented on the Federation Aeronautique Inter-

nationale.

11. The Committee of the Royal Aero Club

will decide if the candidate has qualified for a cer-

tificate, but reserves the right to refuse the same or

withdraw the same at any time without giving

reasons.

it
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12. The decision of the Committee of the Royal

Aero Club in all matters connected with the tests is

final and without appeal.

13. The Committee of the Royal Aero Club

may in special cases waive any or all of the above

rules, and grant certificates at its discretion.

II

ROYAL AERO CLUB
CERTIFICATE

SPECIAL

(Under the Rules of the F6dcration Acronautique

Internationale.)

The Royal Aero Club of the United Kingdom

will grant a Special Certificate to aviators who hold

the F.A.I. Aviator Certificate, who are entered on

the Competitors' Register of the Royal Aero Club,

and fulfil the following requirements :

—

(A) An altitude flight of at least 1,000 feet

rise, which shall be verified by recording

barograph, sealed by the observers prior

to the start.

(B) A glide from a height of at least 500 feet

above the ground to earth, with engine

completely cut off. The landing must

be made under normal conditions within

100 yards from the starting point. This

slide may, at tiie candidate's option, be

the conclusion of Test A. Tests A. and
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B. must be accomplished before Test C.

is attempted.

(C) A cross-country flight, out and back round

a point situated at least 50 miles from

the start. The turning point will be

selected by the Royal Aero Club, and

will not be indicated to the candidate

until one hour before the starting time

selected by the candidate. This flight

shall be completed within five hours of

the selected starting time. No passenger

may be carried during this flight.

1. A sealed barograph must be carried in all

flights.
. J r

2. Each of the flights must be vouched for m

writing by observers appointed by the Royal Aero

Club All tests to be under the control of, and in

places agreed to by, the Royal Aero Club.

3 All flights must be made between sunrise and

one' hour after sunset, and suitable previous notice

must be given to the Secretary of the Royal Aero

Club.
, ,

4. Candidates must make application on a form

provided for that purpose. Any expenses incurrerl

must be borne by the candidates.

5 The Royal Aero Club will decide if the can-

didate has qualified for a certificate, but reserves the

right to grant, refuse, or withdraw the same at any

time without giving reasons.

6 The decision of the Royal Aero Club on all

matters connected with the tests is final and without

appeal.
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7. The Royal Aero Club reserves itself the right

to interpret, add to, amend or omit any of these

rules, should it think fit.

8. The Royal Aero Club declines all responsi-

bility for any accidents, or any damage that may
occur to the aviators, their machines or to any third

parties during or in connection with the qualifying

tests of tlie candidate.

ll^«

^r

^; i
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III

FRENCH BREVET MILITAIRE

Part I. Practical Tests.

(rt) A triangular flight of at least 200 kilo-

metres, with the shortest side at least

20 kilometres long and with two land-

ings at predetermined points ; to be

accomplished within 48 hours.

{/') A non-stop flight of 150 kilometres in a

straight line to a point indicated before-

hand.

(i) A similar flight but with one stop en route.

In the course of these flights the pilot must make
one flight of at least 45 minutes' duration at a

minimum height of 800 metres.

Part II. Theoretical Tests.

(a) Map reading. Meteorology, its principles.

Barometrical pressure, temperature,

sm
I—. ,i .'!.-
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hygrometry, clouds, and wind. Read-

ing of meteorological charts. Utilisa-

tion of meteorological information. Air

resistance, its laws.

(A) Laws of the assistance of the air applied to

aviation. Construction of aircraft. Tests

on their del'very. Tuning up.

(r) Motors. Principles and working' of motors.
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lOHN LANE'S LIST OF FICTION

\

)\

BY ARTHUR H. ADAMS.
GALAHAD JONES. A Tragic Farce. Crown 8vo. 6/-

VVith i6 full-page Illustrations by Norman Lindsay.

*,• Oal&liaa .Tones i» a middle-a«ed bank clerk, with a family. One day, on

liU way home, a letter lalls to his feet from the balcony of a house he i» pauin«.

It is addressed " To Yon." and on reading it he disrorera that he it requested

•o meet the writer in the garden of the house at 10 o'clock that night. In a tplrit

of knight-errantry, he decides to do to. and learn? that the writer-a young girl—

ii kept priictically in priioii by her father, because ol her afiectioo for a man of

whom he does not approve. The chiTalry of Galahad .lones plunges him into

many ditSculties, and leads to some very awkward and extrtniely amusing eituation*;.

A TOUCH OF FANTASY . Crown 8vo. 6/

A Romance For Those who are Lucky Enough to Wear Glasses.

Daily Qraphie—" A romance full of tenderness and charm, and written with
an artist's lore of words foi their own sake. Mr. Adams has delicacy of observation

and insight."

Pall Mall Qazett*—" Mr. Adams seems likely to enhance his reputation with
the new norel. Mr. Adams writes well, and his characters live, and the retult

is a book which is interesting and quite out of the common."

BY GIRO ALVI.

THE SAINTS PROGRESS: A Novel. Crown 8vo. 6/-

Translated from the Italian of Ciro Alvi by Mary Gibson.

*,• Signor Ciro Alvi has written a long and most cymnathetic novel dealing

with the life of one of the noblest spirits of the Christian Church who was perhaps

the most extraordinary man of his age. The somewhat dissolute early life of the

founder of the Franciscan Order is deftly outlined, the young man's innate goodness

of heart and kindly disposition being clearly apparent even in the midat of his

ostentatious gaiety and sudden impulses.

BY W.
THE MAGADA.

ARDAGH.
Crown 8vo. 6/-

Pall Hall Oazett*—" ' The Magada ' Is a store-house of rare and curious learn-

ing .. . it is a well-written and pictuiwqae story of high adventure ard deeds

of derring-do."

Obitrver—" The book has admirably caught the spirit of romance."

Dailj/ Chronicl*—" ' The Ma«ada ' is a fine and finely told story, and w«
congratulate Mr. Ardagb."

THE KNIGHTLY YEARS. Crown 8vo. 6/-

•,* In " The Knightly Years " the author of " The Magada " takes os back

once more to the Canary Islands in the days of Isabella the Catholic. The tale

deals with the aftermath of conquests, when " the iirst use the islanders made of

their newly-acquired moral code was to apply it to their rulers." The hero of the

story is the body-servant of the profligate Governor of Gomera, whose love aHairs

become painfully involved with those of his master. In the course of his many
adventures we come across Queen Isabella herself, the woman to whom every man
was loyal save her own husband; and countless Spanish worthies, seamen, soldiers,

governors and priests, all real men, the makers of Empire four hundred yetrs ago.

The book abounds in quaint sayings both of Spaniard and native, while the love-

making of the simple young hero and his child-wife weaves a pretty thread of

romance through the stirring tale of adventure.
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BY ALLEN ARNOT.

THE DEMPSF.Y DIAMONHS; A Novel. Crown 8vo. 6/-

• < TliiK ii the »t..ry ol tlic secret translrreno* ol a lortuno; and the ncene ii

laid mainly in two old houw* in two ScottUl. villaKM, one on the east coMt, one

mried midland wo.d.. The tale i. ol the old slow day;, ol twenty year, ^oS -he Tyranny o! .peed Ugau. but It 1. .wayed throughout and born, to .»

clow l.y the winie. wilt pa»in„s that .way the Mones ol men and womeu tonlay.

and will iway them till the end ol time.

Im

BY H. F. PREVOST BATTERSBY.

THK SII.i XCE OF MEN. Crown 8vo. 6/-

change ol surname.

Irdi'^U it is not alway.= ccr'aiii uy wmt name siir na-^ » .g". -" .^ ^—-X March.

I vou a ci.il an ol ,reat promise. meeU her on the boa. lioing out to I.ud>». »"d

o'fe"s tier the hoH'i'ali'y 'I hi.s ho„-e, whi. h i, kept by an unmarried ..ster

Marrh a"d I.vnne Uome tnarried and s«re.ly v, at 1 ynne's e.pr£« wish. Alter

a hriel li-ie -he boH.. to Iv.Rlar.d v.il. l^rd Hupert Dorringion. an A.D.C., and

^b'^ .'ar.he ha. marr,«l hi,,. While or, leare March comes across her a. a

?r.M.-,ab*<> ball in L.. d.n,. M.a-.while he ha- lallen n. lore wi.h another g rl.

1,,; I.y . .e dt,;are„ thai if be mauie- her .be will cry the true lact. Irom th«

hcuaetopj.

Bv a cunning arraMReme-i* ol circumstance the reader i'. maxle aware of tht

.-u-t fhtt March's .narri^Hje ba= hrcn all along ii.valid. which oi course puis a

diUcrcfit complexion upo.. I.yni:e's matrrnonial iH'siMon.

Mr Battor^bv handles the siory in a very ma.sior!ul way. and his de.cilp'ioris

ol l.dian scenery and i^ial 111* in Loiidjn show i he quality ol personal observaUon.

THE LAST RESOUT. Crow II bvo. 6/-

,„. ..fcr-' \ ro;.lIy stirring noTel -a novel ol flesh and bb^xJ and character.

ol4ui..t evervdav 'i.-e, and o! life a' it* mo.t tirenuou, and heroic . . . admirable

p»ycliolt:gy ... a book to remember."

t .A
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BY GERARD BENDALL.

THE ILLUSIONS OV MR. & MRS. BRESSINGHAM.

A Novel. Crown 8vo.

" A delight lul. larcical comedy ol modern lile

. . lively entertainment."

6/-

natural, spirited dialogue

THE PROGRESS OF MRS. CRIPPS-MIDDLEMORE.

A Novel. Crown t>vo. 6/-

r«'.' Man Gazette-" Mr. 0«r«rd Bendall is to be congra uUted on haTing

written an extremely amusing novel in which the leading idea and the final

reflection are sufficiently relreshing in these days of miscellaneous fiction.

Oh^errer-' Mr. Gerard Bendall knows how to iK;ke amiable lun at peopj*-

He wrlt^Tn a leisurely way, and hi. book i. luU ol ulk-^*ome ol it extremely

go-od talk,"
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BY PAUL BERTRAM
THE SHADOW OF TOWKR. Third Thousand. Crown 8vo. 6/-

r,m.» K.w reader, hH»« taken up ' The Shadow of Power ' and com. tace to

la.-e with Don .l»lml. de Joriiuera, will lay it down or r.lus. him a hearln« nuUl

tl.e book and hl^ adventure* erne to au and.

Dailu Mail-' Thi« Is a book that cuts d«p Into nttura and eiperlenc*. W»

commend H met heartily to diirernl,.« read.r.. and hop. It may take iU place

with the bent hii>toriraI notela."

tup: fifth trumpet. a Xovcl. Crown 8vo. 6/-

i[,,rninu }'-»t~-- A remarkably strong book. . . .
ThU b a biwk lor thoM

to read who like an hUtorical norel that tourhe. real iwuej, and efen for thoee

who are ou the Wk out lor A NEW SENSATION."

BY HORACE BLEACKLEY.
A GENTLEMAN OF THE ROAD . Crown 8vo. 6/-

Author of "Ladies Fair and Frail," etr.

•.• \« the title Impliei, this is a rery gallant noTel
:
an eighteenth rentury

gtory ol abductions, lonely Inna, highwaymen and hangmen. Two men are in love

with Margaret Crolton: Colonel Thornley. an old villain and Dick M«y""d. 'h"

^ as youthlul a^ he is virtuous. Thornley nearly succeeds m compelling ii^rui^Ttt

to marry him, lor he has in his po»e«ion ,i document sadly incriminating to her

lather Mayi.ard settle* Tlion^ley, but himself in hit turn is up against it. Ue

U arretted lor complicity in the highway thelt. of a glad but graceles. young

ruffian. Both are sente>.ced to death, but a great ellort is made to get them

lepiieved. It would be a [.i'y to divulge the climax cunningly <•"».•''»«>.
'^y'^J.

Bleackley, save to say that the book end. in a .ceue ol breathless interest belore

the Tyburn gallows.

BY EX-LIEUTENANT BILSE.

LIFE IN A GARRISON TOWN. Crown 8vo. 61-

Also in Paper Cover i/- net.

The suppressed German Novel. With a preface written by the

autiior whilst in London, and an introduction by Arnold White.

/ra'ft- The disgracelui «ip<»ur«« ol the biok were eiptffsly admifed to

be true by the Minister of War in the Reichstag. What the book will probably

suggest to you is, that German militari»m is cutting iU own throat, and will one

day be hoist with its o'-n petard."

BY WALTER BLOEM.
THE IRON YEAR. A Novel Crown 8vo. 6/

Translated from the German by Stella Bloch.

• • This remarkable novel depicts in vivid word paiMting the final struggle

bet^^«u France a.id Germany, in the year 1S70. The advance of the Cerman

troops, the lamou5 battle ol Spicheren, the iearlul cav.ilry encounter of Rei- :ivil.e

the struggle and capitulation ol Strassburg are all incidents in thw woi.urrully

graph" narrative. A love-story runs through the b<.K.k, telling ol the latelul

attract!, n ol a French officer lor a Germar. gin As may well be imagined, the

path ot their lives i.= beset wUh many obMa.'!e= '.ut after grea-t tribulations they

are reunited under very pathe'ic circ.im,tai ces. Another finely drawn character

is that ol a hypersensitive gil'ed young mutician. translormed, durin* these times

of stres.s. into a strong man or action.
. . „ „ „„.,

"The Iron Year" created an extraordiuary scn.-ation in Germany. So great

was the demand for the bo<.k that twenly edi'i. were exhausted. The Gonna;.

Emperor read it aloud to the members ol Hcyal Family circle during the

Spring.
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BY PETER BLUNDELL.
THK FINGKR OF MR. MLF.E. Novfl. t'li wn Svo. 6/-

*, The amu^iiij adrenture* ol Harold B\it. a v..utli(ul Eurwian. form the

m»lti tlirme ol tliii ormiiiKl iu>»et. Harold U broun • into c-i'nt»<-t with thi» (»<>

riral lartiom of the Iwit! Bri'i4i «<>rlety. and peri.*" .ates iiiiny work* ol mincVief.

Ill the Ulooonifitiire of the rii !i and pnini~.ii-' Mf* (ii;id-ioiie M<rtini»r and to the

^iilipre.srd iitnii f-mfnt of lier eMcmi*"!. Hp i- i ai'«1 verfatilc boy. who»o quaint

Hiii|>« and irr<><i»t(l)l« a'stli-s ffrri' a »ery nsedii purifi-e, wh«n hp is insttnu.cntal In

imoothltig out the <oir * of love fm Hariy Nt< Muiktr, liis <'!ii|. !<.>•/» mu.

BY SHELLAND BRADLEY.

AI^VENTIRKS OF AN A.D.C. Crown 8vo. 6/-

t\'r»hnintfer dn-rtt*-" . nriake* better .id mon puterlatnlng reading than

oiiie out of every ten aoTeU ol the day. . . Tiio»e wlio know notl.iiig atmut

Anglo-Indian -Mxial life will be at well entertained by thi'; etory a^ those who
know everything about it."

Tim**— r<ill of delightful humour."

A Novel.AN AMERICAN GIRL AT THE PURHAR.
6/-Crown 8vo.

*, ,\ charming love story, contiUuing a »ivid *nd i n turesque account ol the

Durbar.

Daily Chronidt—' Here is a truly delightful work which fhou'.U pr> ve ol

lotcreat to a wide clas?> of reader*—a book for a dull day."

BY EVELYN BRENTWOOD.
HENRY KEMl'TON. A Novi-1. Crown 8vo 6/-

•,* In his eecond novel, Eveivn Brentwood has again giver, u^ a vivid iicturc

of soldier li'c, and \\m again chc>cn to. his hero a viry Uiuonventional rharacter.

Cool and calrulating. ambitious and heartle.i5. Henry determines to climb the

social ladder ly every rueaiie in his power. Articled to a solicitor when the story

open?, he is only waiting lor an opi)ortunity to follow his inclinations and enter

the army, when an accidental tneplina with a dukes daughter precipitates matter*,

and ho imrn«iiatc!y thrt^ws up \U- tndy of the law. Later, we follow his career

as a ioldicr; .-^e how he falls under the spell ol one ol his spnior ofTicer* in the

Mth Hu=-ar.s: how he wins the \ C for the mere purpose ol bringing his name
into pro:uuicnce; how he is iuvaiilcd home and meets l>ady Violet lor the second

time; and finally how he is taught, through his experience with a worthless woman,
to estimate at its true value ihc love ol one who stands by him in the liour ol

his humiliation.

HECTOR GRAEME. Tliird Thousand Crown 8vo. 6/

*, The outstanding feature of "Hector Graeme" i the convincing picture it

gives of military life in India and South Africa, written by one who is thoroughly

acquainted with it. Hefor Graenie iii not the pte.it .soldier ol fiction, usually

depicted by novelist.^-, but a riitlier unpcpuLir otficer in the English army who
is given to strange I'.'s ol unconsciousness, during which he shows extraf^rdinary

physic iHjwer*. H" i* a man a« amhitious as he is unscrupuloas. with the desire

but not tha ability to bccon.c a Napoleon. The .-ubject matter ol the t-tory is

unu-ual and the afmosphore thoroughly convincing.

Monuitij Tl^/K/f-r " Pinvides much ''x. itemcnt and s*iainhtforw:ir ' ilcasure.

A remarkable exception to the usual boring iioveN about military ' h:.
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BY JAMES BRYCE

Till' SrORV OI' A I'l.Ort'.HHON. All Auiubioxraphy.

Crown Hvi>. <•/"

. . ^, ,,11 (,p .,tn from tl.« title oI IK pari... -" The F*rm," 'The Mansloti"

•The ('ottaco'-tlio (hararTu whf«e pa-,.i<ir< and inl.rr«t. niiik^ ti.e P'"' "' »>"•

,tory arr- (Jrawi. Ire-, the h..„»^hr,!d« ol tho I,ab«i.r,T, the farrn-r ai,d the Aiuir.;

th. hook is ihrrc.-orc an aMfrnpt to ,,re,<fnt .•.uintry Iil« in all .!» Imix'rtant

ii.*t)»'>i III thl. »g«iM, It .liHer. tr..in all other iiofcn ot th» «.il m cur own or

oorhai.* in my laniiirniP 1>- author writf, not from tM^.k ki,owl«lu, or he«r-ay or

irrn ob^e?Tation hut fro,,. .x,..rieur.. Iln ha, 'i.rd what h« d*-< ribf. and u,icler

oT.r rrmted pa^c ,.. ,nixi„K with li»i,.« n,e„ ao.l «..mc„ But the 6tory ha*

lnt<>r :.t lor othpr. than the o.Uinary „. felrr^ulcr. It appeaU « Mronxly t., th»

many rarn*it muds that are i.ow .o,,,-. , ned with the ,iu«'lon» of land and

rd!.,trillRr!,r,n. To m-„ h it, very falthlulne« to life will .uggeU an.wer.

i'lrlling, perhaps, hut o<rt«i,ily »rre»ti,ig.

C unvii Svi). 6/-

BY WILLIAM CAINE.

HOFFMANN'S CHAXcK. A Nov.l.

• • This 1'- a rcali •" story of tho H-xge whioh hears the obviou* imprew ot

truth Mirl.:t«-1 lloltmau i. a slruKcInii! musirian ot tremendou'. talr^nt He ii

intruluced U. (M-. a vrry rirh dilkttant.-. Thev roMaborate in 41 hle,,d «» foni'c

opem and musiral coniedv. Tlieir mu*i.- is rlever and tvnelul. but the libretto

alas. brinK-i them 'o gri.'f. Thrm h plenty ol le,ninine intere-t m the book and

»ome cle»cr skeiche> oi " women who do thiUKts."

Morni} 7 rnft-'Thf inoft ronM<ier:il,lt« piere ot work Mr. Caine h.w yet giTen

II, 'ilolfman-s Chaiire ' would have been worth writing mcr-ly for the presenta-

tion of Orde the Ass ,ind P«v< he the < at-esiHHially the w'res.s. whose portraiture

i^ on- o! the moM vivid aud efk.iive pieseiitatioai ot cattiaess that has ever come

our way."

BY DANIEL CHAUCER.

THE SIMFI-K LIFE. LIMITED. Crown 8vo. 0,-

• .• This novel h.vs a very derided quality of satire whirh is inspired by th«

conrentioD of the unoonveniional. Evidently Mr. Chaucer know, the Simple Lite

from the inside, and his rcQections will both amuse and amrize "lo^e who k""* >*

only from casual aIl.i..ions. Many well-known figure, will be
'^^"'^?f,'

'''°."«'.' "<;»

iu all riuses under the.r proper names, and, as in the ca.ie ol Mr. Mallocks^ New

Uepublic," Society will be busy dotting the " i's and crowing the t ».

THE NEW Iir.MrTV dumftv CriuMi 8vo. 61-

(;/,./;c
-" Bri!li.%i'.t enter'n,',n,»i!t , . . there U an extraordinary Jeeling lor

plot and incident, and an irresistible Ecn.-e of ,Hkt'ric humour."

Palt \ff,ll Gmr'fe-" Thi^ r«eudonymous author of 'The Simple I.i.'e' givea

us iu 'The New Iluna-y Duni;.-y ' a volmne still more KMlliant; so bnlh.vut i»

it. wi'h su.-h .1 i.u--r of iir,;-cias. experience, that there wul be keen curiosity to

know who has wiitten thei* work*."
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BY MAUD CRUTTWELL.
6/-

h >

FIRK AND FKOS'I. A Xovcl. Crown 8%o.

'_• Kire IS an Ktiyptian PrLire and Frott is an Eng'.ijh girl living in Florence.

The inii)C<!i'.u.s and passionate leraperament ct the Oriental is mati'hed against

the stcadi;ust raticnal nature o( the heroine. The uncon-.ijromi^iijg desire ol the

Jornier i^ tu m:\V.e the English girl his- wile, and the cir> iimstances under which

she is rclni ta.'itly hri)U!,'ht to consent are original but entirely cuavincing. Thence-

forth the -triigRle is on tlie woman's part, as she finds herself pitted against the

tierce viirilla'ing will of her husband, and the jealous intrigues of a mercenary

little Flcrcritine niarchesa—a character brilliantly drawn - ard her satellites. The
outcome of thi» tattle of temperaments is deeply interesting. The natures ol

Ka.-.t a::d \V. . t in cuntli-t have been employed as material tor fiction already,

bu* it can •Ic'y be snid that never have the dramatic possibilities of the subject

beer, treated with such jnuKment as in this novel. The author makes full use

of her power of characterization in conveying the action of the story to the reader

with a Iv-rco ouly to be found in the work of a really accomplished writer.

m
h*-'

\.

BY SIDNEY DARK.

THE :\I.\\ WHO WOULD NOT BK KING. .\ Xovel.

Ciowii 8vo. 6/-

" It is only when a man d'-es tliinys for v.hi^-h he is not intended that his

PxpcrieM-es becoine really intere^liim. For exauiole, supivosing that Sir Herbert
Tree liad gone to the S.^uh ['.it rrsions iii.-te:'.d of Sir Krnest Shackleton, what
a delightful book wonid have resulted! So with me. Although I cannot claim

any moral for my story it may not be without amusement. The adventures of a
square peg in a round hole are always delightful, except, perhaps, to the square

peg.

" So I start to relate the life of Fennimore Slavington. who had greatnesi

thrust upon him much against h's will and much to the discomfort of himself and
many others."—Extract from the Frolooue.

ill
if:

,
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BY MARION FOX.

THE BOUNTIFUL HOUR. A Novel. Crown Svo. 6/-

Aiitlior of "The H;ind of the North.'

*,* Tliis is the story of a girVs life in the final y-ars of the eighteenth century,

the l-.Tiiv'ro!\iKi <-f the plot lying around OIney in the time of Oowper and Newtou,
with till' r inii,i-;id a' uo^nhcrp of f,ondon in the days of the Prince Regent. With
all ol thfc-c the h(iv.ii;c, Charlotte Hume, comes in contact.

The shadow which is ca-' :i ro-s the plot is the outcome of a promise, given

by Howard I.uttrcll in hi- y ui.ger d.iys to a woi.ian of easy reputation, of whom
he soon tired, but to whom he bad p.^vsted his wcird that whilst she lived he would
never marry. In later life he meets Charlotte Hume, with whom, almost
unconsciously, he falls in love. On .iwakening fully to the fact, and finding the
other woman still living, he brings the .solving of the problem to the girl herself.

I.uttrell is the last of a long line ol men and women, who, whatever they may or

may not have done, never broke their word. The way in which Charlotte cnt» the
kaot must be le!l to the patience of the reader to !i!'.d out.

The hvook does not pretend to being an historical novel, but a portrayal ol

certain aspects of middle-cla-ss life some hundred or more years ago.
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THE WORKS OF ANATOLE FRANCE, in English.

Edited by Frederic Chapman. Demy 8vo. 6/-

THE OPINIONS OF JEROME COIGNARD. A Translation by

Mrs. Wilfrid Jackson.

ON LIFE AND LETTERS. A Translation by A. W. Evans.

Vols. 2, 3 & 4.

THE GODS ARE ATHIRST. A Translation by Alfred Allinson.

Already Piiblislud.

MY FRIENDS BOOK. A Translation by J. Lewis May.

JOCASTA AND THE FAMISHED CAT. A Translation by

Mrs. Farley.

TH' \SPERATIONS OF JEAN SERVIEN. A Translation by

Alfked Allinson.

AT THE SIGN OF THE REINE PEDAUQUE. A Translation

by Mrs. Wilfrid Jackson.

ON LIFE AND LETTERS. Vol. i.

THE RED LILY. A Translation by Winifred Stephens.

MOTHER OF PEARL . A Translation by the Editor.

THE CRIME OF SYLVESTRE BONNARD. A Translation by

Lafcadio Hearn.

THE GARDEN OF EPICURUS. A Translation by Alfred

Allinson.

THE WELL OF ST. CLARE. A Translation by Alfred Allinson.

BALTHASAR. a Translation by Mrs. John Lane.

THAIS. A Translation by Robert B. Docglas.

7
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THE WORKS OF ANATOLE FRANCE, In English—con Unued.

THH WHITE STONE. A Translation by C. E. Roche.

PENGUIN ISLAND. A Translation by A. VV. Evans.

THE MKRRIE TALES OF JACQUES TOURNEKROCHE.

A Translation by Ai.i uicD AllinsOn.

THE ELM TREK ON THE MALL. A Translation by M. P.

WlI.LCOCKS.

THE WICKER-WORK WOMAN.

WlLl.COCKS.

BY JOHN GORE.

THE BARMECIDES FEAST. Crown 8vo.

A Translation by M. P.

3/6 net

With Illustraiions by Arthur Penn.

•,* A book whicli will delight lovers oJ humour.

Dail:/ Xev, and Lrader-' A book which MR. BALFOUR WOULD ENJOY."

BY A. R. GORING-THOMAS.

MRS. GRAMERCY PARK. Crown 8vo. 6/-

HoWd- In the language ol the heroine hersell, this her story, is dolightfuUy

IjriKli' aiid cute."
"

Ohterver—" Fresh and amusing."

THE LASS WITH THE DELICATE AIR. Crown 8vo. 6/-

• • In his new novel Mr. GoriiigThomas relftt«« the hijtory of » young girl

«ho-e beautilu! face is a mask that allures. Round the history of " The Lass with

the Delicate Air" is woven the story of the Hick.* family. Mrs. Hicks keeps »

lud'-i'ig hou^e in Chelfea, and has theatrical ambitions. The author has keen

IKJwers ol observation and a faculty of " getUng iniide a woman's mind" and_ the

same witty dialogue that was so commented upon in " Mrs. Gramercy-Park u
again seen in the new work. The scene of the book is laid partly m London and

partly in Paris.

WAYWARD FEET. Crown Svo. 6/-

• • This book is a departure on the part ol Mr. Ooring-Thomas, and ifl a

brilliant piece of work. The scene of the book alternates between 8t. Wulphy-

turmcr a mcdia<val fortified town in the I'as-de-Calais, and Pans. The twij

heroines Toiiiette Mcrcau and .Joan Dombray, both come from 8t. Wulphy and

l.uili go to I'.iiis. Their liisiories ooiurive a sharp contrast: one being by cbaractM

sweet yielding and affectionate, while tha other is oombafire, rebellions ana

intellectual The characler drawing, as in Mr. Ooring-Thomas' other books, is

notably clear and interesting. His already celebrated wit, his original humour,

and insight into character again illuminate his latest book. The history o! Joa«

Uombiay, etpecially, is a strong, original, and striking piece of work.

S
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BY HENRY HARLAND.

THE CAROINAL'S SNUFF BOX. Crown 8vo. 6/-

Ulu.trated bv G. C. W.lmhurst. .65th. Thousand.

Academy-- Tl^e drawings .re all excellent in style a.d really illustrative c.

t lift t&ls
"

Saturday Review-' Wholl, delight lul."
_

Pali Hall Uazette-- Daiiity a»id del.c.oas.

Timet- ' A book among s thousand.

Sptctator-' A charming romance.

MY FRIEND PROSPERO. Crown 8vo. Third Edition. 6/-

.j^'r-,i?the.^^^a;^ ^s^.:'^.::i^^'o^'^^^ i:t

*'''^ri-'T*hrxtlt/o?7t"i. a pleasure rare and unaUoyed."

THE LADY PARAMOUNT. Crown 8vo. 55^^ Thousand. 6/-

Tim»M—" A lajitastic, delightlul loTe-idyll.'

Kfor-" A rotate romance without a .rumpled rce lea!.

Daily ifoil-" Charming, dainty, delightlul.

COMEDIES AND ERRORS. Crown 8vo. Third Edition, 6/-

»rt ii all aiiTe with lelicitiee and deUcacies.

GREY ROSES. Crown 8vo. Fourth Edition. 3/6 tiet

Daily Telegravh-'- Groy Roses' are entitled to rank among the choicest

"^'TpUUr-^nlaUyleirhu'r • Ca.stl«> near Spain' is as near perlection as it

'"'D«ry"c'r;o.»ri.-"Charmi»g stories, simple, lull ot freshness."

MADEMOISELLE MISS . Crown 8vo. Third Edition. 3/6

• ,,„.tep-" Ail through the book we are pleased ""^ e"*"'"'"'!^''
„,^, ,,,,

flS^*»^'' An rnterLting eollection ol early work. In, it may uo noted the

undo^t^driicac, and strength ol Mr. Harland's manner.

]

BY CROSBY HEATH.

HENRIETTA TAKING NOTES. Crown 8vo. 61-

... Henrietta .. the eleven ,e« old daughter 0. a dra'-^^';
<=^rd'/^°He7e^.'»

her •delight.u) vounger brother Cyrus are worth,
'i^^-^^'^^^^^l,^ ,,,ious

Babies" or "Eliwibeths Children.
^"t, *„ foraiven because of the erdearin*

Tdr^Zr.^ g-eSr^\lt^r;^.^'MrH^tryr,^'Tch^i!rreYwith the skill that

^m» •! a thorough understandtag o! the child mmd.

i:>'^ -/:,^M}ii:\^^i 'J:M^\W
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BY BERTAL HEENEY.
PICKANOCK

:

A Tale of Settlement Days in Olden Canada.

Crown 8vo. 6/-

BY MURIEL HINE.
APRIL rANHASARD. A Novel. Crown Svo. 6/-

•*• Lady Essendine is reluctantly compelled to divorce her ualaithful husband,
wlio has developed into a dips<jmaui;ir. She is naturally distressed by the scandal
her action carries, and flies to ( odd!e-in-the-Dale, where she hopes to bide her
iJeiitity under the name of April Panhasard— a name chosen casually from the
titles of three novels at a railway station bookstall, " Young April." "Peter Pan,"
" The ILizard ol the Die." In the quiet villane she moves a bweet and gracious
f:gurc, serenely indifferent to the curiosity ol tho;,t who try to penetrate the
mystery that sunvuiids her. Only Boris Majetidie, who \>Oies as her cousin, is
in her confid'-nce. Her quiet is speedily disturbed. A young American, to whom
bhe is Strang jiy drawn, makes h<>r a proposal of marriage. Boris runs more than
a little wild, although he leaves her his larger devotion. Finally her divorced
liusbu. <1 turns up, and she is lei' in an intensely compromising situation, for the
necessary .«ix months have not yc: elapsed to make the decree absolute. How she
Irces heiscii Irom this curious taiigl? must be leh lo; the reader to find out.

The book is alive with incident, but il has the rare qualit.v o! restraint, which
preverns it from ever mert;;ng into the melodramatic, and the characters are all
drawn with ..ire artistic ekill.

HALF IN EARNEST. Second Edition. Crown Svo. 6/-

•,* Derrick Kilmarney, the secretary ol a famous politician, is a young man
with the disposition to take the best that life offers him, and shirt the respon-
sibilities. He falls in love with a girl, but shudders at the idea of the bondage ol
marriiKe. His love is emancipated, unfettered. He is ambitious, politically,
allows himst:! to be<!ome entangled with his chief's wile, and is too indolent to
break with her even In justice to the girl he loves. Eventually there comes a
time when all the threads have to be gathered together, when love has to be
weighed with ambition, and in Kilmarney's case the denounemenl is unexpected
and startling.

Second Edition. Crown Svo. 61-EARTfT.

•, Muriel HIne's previous novel "Half in Earnest" achieved a considerable
success, " Earth " jeems likely to achieve a greater. The story deals with the
awakening of a pure young girl to the realities of life and what they mean. With
a proper understanding of human nature comen sympathy; to know all ia to pardon
all. " Earth " ia » society novel with a society atmosphere that is convincing.

BY ADELAIDE HOLT.
OUTSIDE THE ARK. Crown Svo. 6/-

*,• This is an attractively told story with many outstanding featuies. Hugh
In.-kip, a prominent man of letters, marries a young wile, whom he does not
iinderstand, because she is continually posing and never her natural sell. She
u a'.-o jealous oi the beautiful but incapacitated actress, Margaret Stair, for whom
Inski;) is writing a play, and makes use of an ingenious and shady trick to spy
upv.'i her husband » motives. But Iris, the young wile, is not entirely a malignant
figure, for her frail beauty and helplessness make a tender appeal for sympathy.
The scene of the novel changes at times from the huh of Ix)ndon life to the
peaceful quiet of a country vicarage, whither the father of Iris -a charming
scholar— lets fall honeyed words of wisdom and advice or gently chides his over-
zealous curate. The author has a strong sense ol humour, as well as a great power
of dramatic

i lesentmant.

10
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BY ADELAIDE HOLT-cou I, nue t.

THE VALLEY OF RKGRET Crown 8vo. 6/-

world she is unable to rapture the
•J,'f.«*^Ver,' a7mi"»^r»th«r «e^k young

.wa, to make *"
''f''/-''''':.* "»-:i'^V'^\'^d?oorto . Xr^ tbi. UH,„« do«* uot

man who i> addicted to "l""^-
„ J";'°'°?*hirdi.positu.n. until, enraKed hy »n

Mem to spoil the gentleness and "*" •"'«"^
°,'

"I'^hJuo heiizy. Wab b.r husband
in.ult ,0 hU wile he k?"' » ™*° '" %!^„°' 'he Xble^ ...Betty', lile 1. lull o!

eentenced to penal .erT.tude l"r w"» »«»"•
f°h„^E„ie. wins her lo»e. knowing

difficulty. After fire y«'"
*,^^°tn th^' way ot lu ulfilment. FinaHv, news

little or nothing ol the
"'f

^ac «« in the way^ o^ •«
^^_^^ suddenly

arrives that the convict will reUir" 'n a lew ''««'^"'^»
.jj,„^ ^..^ fre«hn«.s; and

tS.^"=^rli^tbe"^t;ie'grv^^'t^erk a^r^tn'Jkably artUtic i.pr^ion ol I.e.

KITWYK.
BY MRS. JOHN LANE.

Crown 8vo. 6/-

T^ry with numerous illustralions by Howard Pylk

Alber/stft.nkk and Geokok Wmm.ton Ldwakps

r..n,.-" Mr.. Kane hcs succeeded
-^''f"'-•r, -'"l./^.^^I.':,; Xr? to

^i.^.o.uch^.nt..,ed^J.^.^^^^^ .Kitw.k- .or if

obvious qualities o. eutertammeut.

THE CHAMPAGNE STANDAUD. Crown 8vo. b/-

Mornin, ro.*- The author's champagne overflows with witty dyings too

'^"'^;;?rya; Ga:;;.*-" Mrs, Lane. pape.^^^^tj:^^:;^.^^:'i

t\'rmV".*"'""T.?; ;^k'rh'o:s\"'iia pl."-p'h' that wUl render it o. service

to the social student."

ACCORDING TO MARIA. Crown 8vo. 6/-

^^:^-uZ *!". ^^^VS^Iy «rsb't"h'a%et^1'Iuck Sheave, i. he had been

a woman." ^ o <;)

BALTHASAR AND OTHER STORIES. Crown 8vo. 6/-

Translated by Mrs. John Lane from tl,e French of Anatele France

TALK O THE TOWN. Crown Svo. W
™ l^~^v "Talk o. the Town," is on the »ame liJiee

... Mrs. John Lanes new book TaUt °^^he
-^^ ,.^j, ,j„d, „,

a, 'The Champagne
8'*"f

"<*.*''*'/'
"e'deiightlul and refreshing humour

English and American life, and ha., ",« ^*''«^
^ ,„ ^^fia,- and that power

we have a right ,« expect ol th. .»";hor o. A,^^«l;"«^;° ^^^ '..
t,,. Champagne

t:'r^l'-Zr^ ,t"mrt'cc^»?ur:n^d''/ne"o'. the most auoted books o. the

season, both in England and America.
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JOHN LANE'S LIST OF FICTION

BY STEPHEN LEACOCK.

LITERARY LAPSES. Third Edition. Crown 8vo. 3/6 net

Spectator- " This book is a happy example of the way in which the doubl*
life ran lie lived blamelessly and to llie great advaniatc ol the community. Th«
book fairly entitles Mr. Le^ioock to be considered net only a humourist but a
beneIi(,»or. The contents should appeal to English readers with the doubl* virtue
that attaches to work which is at once new and richly humorous."

il« i

1

NONSENSE NOVELS. Third Edition. Crown Svo. 3/6 net

Pall Mall Gazette—" He certainly bids fair to riyal the immortal Lewis Carroll."

Pkmc/i -" Uelightlul spontaneity. There is genuine gold here on every page."

Diiihj Craphii^-" ' Ouido. the Gimlet of Ghent ' set us in a roar. His last tal«.
The Asbestos Man,' is the best."

SUN.SHINE SKETCHES OF A LITTLE TOWN. Fourth Edition

F.vening Standard

Canada—'
Lapses ' ai:d

holiday."

Crown Svo.

We have never laughed more often."

\ whole storehouse cl eunshine. Of the fame brand as
Nonsense Novels.' It is the surest recipe lor enjoying

3/6 net

' Literary
a happT

Dnibi TrWnri.i)h~" Irresistibly comical. Mr. Leacock strikes us as a sort o*
Amerioaiiiscd W. \V. Jacobs. Like the English humorist, the Canadian one haa
a delightfully fiesh and amusing way of putting things."

Times -" His real hard work—lor which no conceivable emolument would b«
a fitting reward— is distilling sunshine. This new book is lull of it—the sunshin*
of htimour, the thin keen sunshine of irony, the mellow evening iunahine of
entiment."

BY W. J. LOCKE.

STELLA MARIS. A Novel. Crown Svo. 6/-

With 8 Ilhistrations by Frank Wiles.

*,* .Mr. Locke's astonishing fertility of invention has never yet been seen f
BO great advantage as in this story. It has all tlie picturesque bravery of the
" Beloved V'agabond," all the tender sentiment of " Marcus Ordeyne," all the
quixotic spirit of "Clementina Wing." And yet it is like none ol these. Infinitely
tender, infinitely impressive, is the story of Stella Maris, the wonder child, who
has never moved from her couch, who receives her impresiious of the outside
world from her gentle spirit and the goldclad tales of her loving friends and the
secrets of the seagulls that flit so near her window. And then Stella, grown to
a woman, recovers; to take her place, not in the world of beauty she bad pictured
from the stillness of her couch, but the world of men and women.

Fiom the first page the reader falls under a spell. For all its wistful delicacy
of texture Mr. Locke's humanity, broad and strong, vibrates with terror just a«
it soothes with it« sense of peace. This is Mr. Locke's finest achieveraeut.

12



JOHN LANE'S LIST OF FICTION

BY W. J. LOCKE-o'iitniiial.

THE JOYOUS ADVKNTURF.S OF ARISTIDF. PriOL. A Novel

Crown Hvo. 6/-

W'itli Illustrations by Alec Bull.

Daily Tetfgraph-" In ' Aristide Pujcl' Mr. \V. J. Locke has giren lile to on*
•I tiie most lascinating creatures in iiicdcrn fiction."

Horning Pout—" We do not know wlien Mr. Locke was more happily inspired."

DKi^iCLICTS. Crown 8vo. 6/-

D(u''i Chronicle—" Mr. I/Ooke tells his story in a very true, vf v moving, and
Tery iioijle book. If anyone can read tlie last chapter with dry eyea we shall b«

•urprised. 'Deielicis' is an inipresfive and iinpor'ant book."

Morning Pott—" Mr. Ix)cke'a clever novel. One ol the most eUective itoriet

thut have appeared lor some time past."

*IDOI.S. Crown 8vo. 6/-

Daily Telegraph—" A brilliantly written and eminently readable book."

Daily Hail—" One of the most distinguished novels of the present book season."

Punch—" The B.iron strongly recommends Mr. W. .1. Ixx-ke's 'Idols' to all

novel readers. It is well written. No time i.' wasted in superfluous descriptions;

there is no fine writing for fine writinfr's sake, but the story will absorb the

reader. . . . It is a novel that, once taken up, cannot willingly be put down
until finished."

•A STUDY IN SHADOWS. Crown 8vo. 6/-

Daili) C/ironid*—" Mr. I^ocke has achieved a distinct success in this novel.

He has struck many emotional chords and struck them all with a firm sure hand."

Athenfpum-" The character-drawing is diitinctly good. All the persona«e«

stand well defined with strongly marked individualities."

'THK WHITE DOVE. Crown 8vo. 6/-

Timen—" An intereiling story, full of dramatic scenes."

Morning Post-" An interesting story. The characters are strongly conceived

and vividly presented, and the dramatic moments are powerfully realised."

'THE USURPER. Crown 8vo. 6/-

World—' This quite uncommon novel."

Spectator—" Character and plot are most ingeniously wrought, and the oonclu-

•ion. when it comes, is fully satisfying."

Timet—" An impressive romance."

THE DEMAGOGUE AND LADY PHAVRE. Cr. 8vo. 3/6

AT THE GATE OF SAMARIA. Crown 8vo. 6/-

Daily Chronicle—" The heroine of this clever story attracU our interest. . .

She is a clever and subtle study. ... Wo congratulate Mr. Locke."

Morning Po*t—" A cleverly written Ul« ... the author's picture*

Bohemian fife are bright and graphic."

• J
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JOHN LANE'S LIST OF FICTION

BY W. J. LOCKE—.c"'//"/'"/.

*VVHERE LOVE IS. Crown 8vo. 6/-

Mr. JAMES nouOLAS. io .9(ar-" I do not often praise a book with thto

fxnltant gusto, but It B:ive me so much ,pirita»l stimulu, and moral J-'e^u^' th**

I led bound to snatrh the additional delinht ol coinmendnm it to those reader,

who long for a noTel that is a piece of literature u well as a piece of life.

Stdiidnrd—" A brilliant picre of work."

J'lmci-" The autlior has the true gilt; hi« people are alive."

'THE MORALS OF MARCUS ORDFIYNE. Cr. 8vo. 6/-

Mr. C. K. SHORTER, in Sphere-" A b<K k which has just delighted my heart."

Truth-" Mr. Locke's new novel ta one ol the beat artUtic pieces of wor.i 1

have met with for many a day."

Daily Chronidt-" Mr. Locke iucceeds, Indeed. In every crUta ol thU mo«t

original story."

THE BELOVED VAGABOND. Crown 8vo. 6/-

Trut/i-" fertainly it Is the most brilliant piece ol work Mr. Locke has done."

Evening Standard-" Mr. Locke can hardly fail to write beautifully. He haa

not failed now."

SIMON THE JESTER. Crown 8vo. 6/-

• • The central figure ol Mr. Locke's new novel i> one Simon de Gex. M.P.,

who 'having met lile with a gay and .'^erene philosophy is suddenly called upon to

lace Death. This he docs gallantly and jests at Death until be discover* to hU

confu<5ion that Destiny is a greater jester than be. Eventually by surrendering

his claims he attaiiis salvation. The heroine is Lola Brandt, an ex-trainer ol

animals, and an important figure in the stoiy Is a dwarf, Profeswr AnastasiiM

Papadopoulas. who ha.s a troupe ol performing cats. The acene ol the novel U
laid in London and Algiers.

THE GLORY OF CLEMENTINA WING. Crown Svo. 6/-

Obxerver-" Mr. Locke's be«t. . . . Clementina Wing and Dr. Quixtue are the

two mo.t adorable characters that Mr. Ixx:ke has ever brought together in holy

wedlock. The phrases are IxKjke's meet debonairly witty."

*ALso Bound in Cloth with Illustrated paper wrapper i/- net.

BY LAURA BOGUE LUFFMAN.

A QUESTION OF L./llTUDE. Crown 8vo. 61-

' • The author of
" A Qiie.-tion of Latitude" takes an English girl Iiom the

comlortable statelinesf ol a country house in tlie Old Country, and places her in a

rough and ready environment iu Australia. The girl finds her .standard ol valuw

undergoing a < hange. She learns to distinguish between Lnglish snobbery and

Colonii..! simpUnty and manliness, she alio learns how to wash up dishes and that

itralia is not all kangaroos and giant cricketers. The atmosphere ofthestoryu

convincing, and there are many vivid pictures of .Melbourne life. The book dei icU

Australia as it really ia, its strength and It* weakness, its refinement and ita

vulgarity.

14
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JOHN LANE'S LIST OF FICTION

ARTHURS.
BY A. NEIL LYONS.

Crown 8vo. 6/-

Timrt-" Not only a Tery entertaining and amusing work, but a rery Itiiidly

and t<.lerant work »Uo. Incidentally the work ia a mirror ol a phase ol the low

London lile oJ to-day a< true as certain ol Hogarth"* transcripts in the eighteenth

century, and far more tender."

Punch—" Mr. Neil t.yons seems to get right at the heart ol things, and I

conlese to a real admiration lor this philosopher ol the coHee-stall."

SIXPEN'.W PIECKS. Crown 8vo. 6/-

Pull ilatl iiazettg-- It is pure, last, sheer life, sa'ted with a sense of humour.'

Ereniri'i Standard-" ' Sixpenny Pieces" is a.s goci as "Arthur's." ai^d that

is saying a great deal. A book lull of laughter and tears and hits innumerable

that one feels impelled to read aloud. 'Sixpenny Pieces' would be Tcry hard

indeed to beat."'

COTTAGE PIE Crown 8vo. 6/-

•,• Mr. Lyons" former fjooks dealt with East London characters. Now he

draws the varying types of a small country community. The humour ol the

whole is enforced, inimitable, and there is the underlying note ol tragedy never

wholly absent from the lives of the poorer classes.

W. J. Locke, in Outlook-" . . That oook of beauty, truth, and artistry."

Edwin Puoh. in Outlook-" \ have never missed an opportunity to express my
admiration for his inimitable talent.'"

CLARA; SOME CHAPTERS IN THE LIFE OF A HUSSY.

Crown Svo. 6/-

Manchtittr Guardian—" Mr. Lyons writes about life in the slums with a

great deal of penetrative sympathy for human uature as it shows iteelf."'

Daily Gra})hic-" Clara is a type, the real thing, and we know ol no-one else

who could have created Uer."'

BY ALLAN McAULAY.
THE EAGLE'S NFST. Crown Svo. 6/-

Athtnceum-" We should describe the book as a brilliant tour rff force. .

The' story is spirited and interesting. The love interest also is excellent and

pathetic." , , , i • u
Spictator—" This is one ol those illuminating and stimulat'ag romances wLich

set people reading history."'

BEGGARS AND SORNERS. Crown Svo. 6/-

•.• ' Beggars and Sorners ""
is a novel which deals with what may be called the

back-wash ol the " Forty Five."' It commemorates the dehddt ol a great romance,

and in describing the lives, the struggles, the makeshifts, the intrigues and the

crimes ol a small circle of Jacobite exiles in Holland between the years 1'45 and

1750 ft strives to show the pathos ol history while revealing its seamy side. The

characters are imaginary (with one important exception); they have imaginary

names and commit imaginary actions, lor the story is not confined to, but only

founded on fact. If some readers of Jacobite history find among their number

eome old triends with new faces, this need not detract from the interest of otheri

to whom all the characters are new-actors iji a drama drawn from the novelists

fancy To English readers it may have to be explained what the word Sorner

meanfr-but the story makes ihU sufficiently plain. The novel la of a lighter

character than those previously written by this author, and it is not without

sensational elements. In spite of adverse circumstances, grim characters, and all

the sorrows of a lost cause, it contrives to end happily. The scene is laid in

Amsterdam.
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JOHN LANE'S LIST OF FICTION

BY KARIN MICHAELI8.

THK DANCKKOLS MM. Crown Svo. 3/f' "Ct

Tratisljited Irom the Danish.

This b'>ok hai bfon ;

(1) Hold to ilie e\\- ' "
This b'>ok hai bfon ;-

(1) Hold to ilie extent <.I lt.O r<ii1ioii« in 6 months in Germany.

(2) Triinsl.iM-d Into 1! langu -.i;?*. _ ,
. .

13) TranslatHl into Fr.n.'h by ll.e K.cat MAncF.r. PauvosT. *'"> 'OJ* '" >"•

JntrcKlmtiori ••,, the nntili.li Mition-" I' Is iho leminnie «>ul, and the fern. nn»l

wul of all that Is levcdled iu t'le'e extrwrdiiiaiy dwjmento. Hern Indeed if a

«trango book."

EI.SIE j.INDTNER. A SiHiiiol. Crown 8vo.

THE GOVEFiXOR. Crown Svo.

\16 net

jb net

BY IRENE MILLER.

SEKHET. Crown Svo. 6/-

*,• bekhet deah with that topio, ol ui:wearying interest to readers of rotnance-

the adventures and f^'rUR^les of an ex.ini-i'cly lovely voman ui>on whom th«

hand of Fate i* laid l.cavily. From tlm dayj of her beautiful yirlhood when her

Guardian hiin-clf prove- her tempter, K.varne has BO<xi rea-ou to believe her.^ell

one of the victims of " Sekliet," the an. i,-iit F-nyptian Oddcss «f I.ove and I rue.ty.

Even though the main theme ol thi« ftory i-- the tragi. ..u'.omeol a I-, passionate

love, i^ortiotis of I>arnc'' experienres, such as tlio^o with Iho h'^m Theatrical

raanagfr, are full of humour, i-id thr<iuph.;ut there is a relieving lighn.eiw of touch

la the wriliiij:. The iKK.k grows in interesl as it proccfd.s, and the final portion—

a long duel between Evariio and the evil genius ol her life-is dramatic in Hi*

extreme. The rc-ult remains uncertiii'i till the hast page or two, a:.d though

decidedly gha^^lly is entirely original and unforeseen.

BY HECTOR H. MUNRO tSaki)

THE I'NREAR.XnLE R.ASSINGTON. A Novel. Crown Svo. 0/-

*,* The i£cynote of this book i» .struck in aa early chapter where one of the

ichool-masters .it the fchool " Coin us Bassington " is sent to, remarks, " Tliere

are just a few, and B:i=sington is one ol them, who arc Nature's highly-fini.hed

produ<ts. Tiiey are in the M-lwolboy stage, and we who are tuppo.-ed to b«

moulding raw material are quite helpless whcu we come in contact with them.

"("omus Bas-vinglon " has no fatlier, and a mother ol aveiy uncommon type.

A!itr leaving school he runs loose tor a time in London, bear-led a little by »

clever young M.P., falls in love with the moit wonderiul match ol the feaaon,

gets deeply in debt, and even when at the absolute end ol his tether la-icinatee

the reader with his store ol si>ontaiieous gaiety.

0().<frrcr—' ANYONE COUI.T) DINK out lor a year and pass for n wit alter

r»adiug this book il only the hosts and the guests would promise not to read it

too. This i-i one ol the wittie-t bocks, ? ->t only of the year, hut of the decade.

It is not even only witty: it has a def j fning humanity towards fl^e end that

comes to a climax of really disturli.g pathos. It will be a dull pu that caa

pass over such a book as this."

10
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JOHN LANE'S LIST OF FICTION

BY HECTOR H. MUMRO iSakli—co)////(/(.

THE CHKONKI KS OP CLO'vlS. Crown 8vo. ''/-

Enali^h /VriVir-" A .ollection ol fl • rt .t..rie» printed from T«rioiii new.-

nan,/, and
•'

arlT^. F.very on. wa. wo.tl, rr,.ri„linK. «uJ «.,ac n..(»M, 'The

Cre" Weep- a. 1 '.Sred-u Va^hmr.' .r- v.ry olerer i.dr^d Mr. Mnnro .-Mceato

Pi I ;.< "verneJin n „i^ar^oanr,g ol *it re»l *it-.v.d the result H »'»'>" k''

proTok..- b<K,k, .xrei- oV tho occ^i-a. when .ts uutaor waa touched to grim

reali«m iir.d wrote l.i» mood."

BY LOUIS N. PARKER

POMANDER WALK. Crown 8vo. 6/-

Aulhor of '•Uosomary, • etr. With numerous Illustrations by

J Siotl WiHi.iins.

. .• WoTelised by tl.e author ot the delifhtlul play of the Bame ii.-.me, wl'ifh h"

m«t «iil » niuch f.u-.eiw both in Ei.t(la»J ^nd tho United Slate.=. A picture ol

one oT Lqua nt outVthe^ay corners o! I.ond..,. ol the oldc. tin.e. The ^..lurne

^ntain, a ttuted IrontUpiece and title page, and numerous other charming

illustrations.

Dailu TrUornuh-- Mr. Parker h.u turned h d-liKhtlul cmedy into a .till

„ore deliFhtl«l''M,fry ... in every way a rh.r. ..K !,-.,'> ro, oe, beaut.iu.y

told and ineiislibly sentimeu'.a;.
'

BY JOHN PARKINSON.
Crown 8vo. 61-OTHER LAWS

. • Thi3 booli is distinctly the outcome ol the latest " inieiiectual" moTement

m no*Tel writh^ The hero. Hawkins, is an African explorer. During a holiday in

t?nXnd he falls i love witli and captivalei. Caroline Blackwoc<l. a woman o

of events causes "'V«^'i« '"
a report, ba.Mj apparently u,K.n fact, i.s circulat«l

ot hU dea r Not uuifsev^: m'on.T have elapsed u he able to return ... England^

He flndrcaroline married to a man who ha.s found her money uselal. here the

!forv stron/ and moving throutl.out, move, ste.idily - the close. de»"'l»n«

delicit^ir and am "ucaity the m-uI conflict of a n.an a:.,. . woman, .uudercd and

»eparate, with a ycuning tor each others lore.
Ill

BY F. INGLIS POWELL.
THE SNAKE. Crown Svo. 6/-

... For countless generations the oul ' Peasant I'^^ia has been beeped i»

weird fantastic superstitions, son.e t;>vte.>gue, some l-atli^ome, all ^If-"**'?

Il^l^at/^g^^ThougJ the main -^-^ ','

J.^;*<>;^„;\ th""ih "^itl^VU
beautiful, evil woman, and th. brutal .u.Ku ?"',',„*" .

, ^^^ „„t
uncontrolled pa^ion, in her du. y, . . ho^ho.e .ale .....ges

-^-^^^^j^^ ,_^^^ ^„

fn^^r^r^r^^^Il^gr'tllHe^-no, l?';i^. ..ed cSs-but of the simple-

minded aiid ig/iorant pea->ant= ol Behar.
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BY F. J. RANDALL.

!.0\ K Wn THK IKONMONC.KR. Ctown 8vo. 6/-

hmii Tflffi-'iph-" Hiiur the (r^v dny-* wlirn Mr. K. Ans'ry wn^ writing hi»

liiimif.il J'- fiji vt liU'i: 'UrD'u iiuvf's, »e ran rcrj!! rii> t.o..k .1 i.uiely l»r'-i<'»l

liiiaKin.Ti"'! Ki filil of <'Xirll>Mt fiiirriaiiimci.l a» tin- tir»t rtlrr' ..[ Mr. V. J.

n.kndi'.I. Ix'vr atid the Ironinum;' r '
i» crrtaiii to lie a tuccf--.'

'/'imc— " V- divtr'iM' a (•(>iii(><ly ol ermrs a« the rc.i('<T is likely to tltet with
t' r a roii'lJeralve tlmr

"

Ml. I LKiii-NT SiiuHTt It til 77ie Siiherr—" I thank tho author for » delightlut
h'.in'i ttmuJCi.ieiii."

THK MKRMi>M)SKV TWl.V. Crown 8vo. 6/-

*,* .\ hiiiih iirnui stiTy nl the reappearance »l a "win irother. who U !Uppo«»»l

I') I'f dead. Pr<.«|.cri>in, tc.<r'"'(^ and well iatisl.cd with him«ell, s sutnirt'ari

trade«man is rontcrniilning p .I'riini'tiy »rid tlie .eali^atio i <>l hi«. .vmbiti'jiij. when
t!it' twin I)r(jt!;er aiptars. lie is thrown Into a .state f.f panic, [or Di>t only is

hi" drtirie tti'iv re<iiiied hy ii.iH and his inarriaKe pr^'pfc, endangered, but the
twin !« to al! aiipearaMe a <li reimta'ile chararler. who'e rXKteiice threatens to

mar the trade-niari'« respectability. The uood man's uttemptj to hide thii

imdejiralile b.-^tlier make ainusiiis reading, and the prank« ol the unwelcome twin
^ervo to roinpliia'e matters. (< r the brother" are no much alike a« to be eai^ily

mistaken cue Kir the other. Tlie nev; arrival is really a man of integrity, his
depravi'y being n"-iime<t aa a jcke. Having iilajed the tarct out he 1« »b<iut to
" ixni'e'..." wb' ri the table* are turned niK>n hini bv ai'culcut, and be is torced to
pay heaTily lor hi« fun in a serie" of hiiniiliating adventures.

BY HUGH DE SELINCOURT.

it t

A F.AIR HOL'SK. Crown 8vo. 61-

'TlieAiillior of "A Hoy'-i Marriajji*," "The \V;iv Thinjjs Happen,
Stroiij^est Pliinit'."

*.' The <Mii..iauding idea of Mr. 11 ;;h de Si'Iinroiirt'.« new novel is the
possibility I,', absolute love and ("i!";dtncc be'wccii father and daughter. It is the
main thre.'wl cf the .~»ory and all the inciilfnt." are Eubordi;!a*e<l to it. The book
la!!.-^ natuia"y into thr'^e fections. The lirt opens wi»h the birth ol the daughter
and tiie d>'.i'h <•! 'he i.Mither, the laMier'* u'ler de"pair. until an idea comes to
hitn, to rriakc t'lc iliild his ma-terpicce and to ^ce how much one human being can
mean to another. The second deaU with the tjri \vih ol the child from live to
filteon. In the third, the e'l'' becomes a Vicnan. Iler lirst exiiericnoe ol love is

ii"ha|>ry and ttrca'ens to destroy the confidence between lather and daughter.
!!nt --iic i< e;. ,!))'•"•! to t'lrow licr-e!l heart ai.d soul into ^^age->^^lrk, and in the
rxciten'ent of v.ai V she frid' herself again, .\iid the end of tho b'"'k leaves lier

with the knowlid:, thn" ••-.c b ve d\\ not ncK.-jarily displace another, and that a
seennd, h.iiini r '...vo bi" only .'ireiijithened the bond bitwceu her father and
herseU.

BY ESSEX SMITH
WlXn ox THE HK.ATH. Crowti 8vo. 6/-

*.' No par,i,:ri;ih or dexriptive note can give an idea i>t Mi.-« Ei^ex Smith's
ftory. It depeiii.U upon style. |i-ychok>gy, woodland a'mofphere. and more than
anything t'-e upon originality ol outlook. It will make a direct appeal to that
public that has a ta<te for the unu.'ual. There is underlying it a tone ot passion,
the passion ol a lautastic Richard JeUeries.
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JOHN LANE'S LIST (3F FICTION

BY GEORQE STEVENSON.

TOPHAM S FOI-LY A Nincl. Crown 8vo. 6/-

•,• Thu r)(i»»l li.v. th« rnrlou.« charm ot » l»le that might 1« told »o you by

your own mo11i«T or ||raii<ltri»tli.<r. » iM.m^lttiwJ iukI .imi.lmily which U l"'»«r

or«>rw«ight»«l hy the writers »ery <oi!Maprab!« ikill iu pr« .nliiig liU »t..ry. Tho

•,»!.« is Uid In » .mail i«>wn in tU Wo,! Hi.liiit "I Yorkshire (ortuna »!yiher«

U i.rit4ticj.ny no di^ile. I. What the narrat.r pre<ient» to u« U aupixwed to be th«

inckloiita ol the live, of tarious mrml.rr* ..I the Topham family ami their lilnUolk

M«:> largely throujih the eves ol Mary Ann. M»ry Aiui'i mother w*» » t»oiniUi

ol g.td lamily, who in hrr early Ic-ns eloi>ed w*lh her lalhfr'« groom, ai'd although

In eoimequenre ol her a. t «he cr.«lurf<l many hardahips. »he neTor repented It.

When Marv Ann w*» in^t grciWiiiK into yourig woniiiT;!i..i»l •!!. .li-co\<>r(Kl an

advert iwnient in a neWM Jf'r enquiring for the heirs of Thoiuaa Morton Dagiter.

and lolri'id it out to h»r mother. They ron«ult Mr. T<,rtin'n, the li<«yer. who

unde.tiikos to make enquiries for them. Toiiham i^. at thu lime rcry short ol

c«*h, and cannot complete a grand new lunne for hini-ll and his family, oyer

whom he rule* At a petty domestic tyrant. From now on the financial totlanea

of th" To[>hiitn« prosper, and the h<iu«e. which has he^un to he known ««

"
Ti'i.ham's Folly." i» comiilsted and occm:(d. And In this trnipentuf^u* household

live .t.iry Ann a» a humble terrant-a klml of angel In a print dre«». When th«

young-- t l>oy i% aSout twenty he -iuddenly div 'r'< hy the purest chance 1li«

whole fra'id ui-m which the family fortune* hare l>een ere«'ted. There are

ianunierabl* jiJe issues, tTcry one of them fascinatingly human aiid delightfully

told.

BY HERMANN SUDERMANN.

THE SONC. OF SONGS (Das Hohe Lied). Crown 8vo. 6/-

A new Translation by Beatrice Marshall.

•-• The fir>it English translation of this work, published under the title of

The Song of Songs." proved to be t.X) American for the tiute of the Briti..h

public and wn? eventually dropped. But it wa.i felt that the vrork wm t«> great

in one not to I* repre-^enttd in the English language, and accordingly this entirely

new translation has been made, which It is hoped will fairly r'pre-^ent the wonderful

o-iginal without unduly offending the eu*oeptibilitie» of the Bntl-h public In

thii cole a 1 novel. Sudermann bai made a searching and ma.'terly study of feminine

fj-ailty The chara.-ter and career '<t Lily Czep^iuk are depicted with fuch pitiless

power' ard unerrinp iisycholopi-al Insight, that the ,ortralt would be almost

intolerable in its rrili'in, if it were not tor Its touches of humour and tendernesa^

In the'=e p.^ge<i too may be found some of Sudertnanns most characteristic and

charming passages de-criptive of country life, while his picture* of Berlin Society

in all its pha.=es, the glimpses he gives us Into wh-t goes on beneath the tinsel,

spick and span surface of the great modern capital are drawn with To^'oyan

vigour and co'.our.

THE INDIAN LILY and ither Stories. Crown 8vo. 6/-

Translated by Ludwig T-ewisohn, M.A.

•,• A .«.erips of charicteri=tic storie* by the great German Master which exhibit

his art in ev^rv phc-e. Sn.lermann is chieflv known in this country as a writer

of novels and o! play.s but this v,.!unie will place him iu a new light for English

readers-as a writer of short storie-i i.t the first rank. In fact be may with justice

be termed the Cerman Maupassant.

I'J
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JOHN LANE'S LIST OF FICTION

BY SIR FRANK 8WETTENHAM.

ALSO .\\1> I'KRIIAPS. Crown 8:0.

Hrili-

6/-

Aiilhor ot •• L'nnil.lr.-ssea Letters, "Hrili.- Malaya,' eU".

Punrh-- Vdo lsla:<i' < >iitains a long quotation of such geimine hnmour

that to liave ie..oued it is «•! .whievemenl in ilse!f. .A'tlioUKh in tins skeUh Blr

Frank awlogi-es almost hur.ibly tor mentioning hi'^tory ia ' Tamarin and lie d«

la P-f.. » '

lip br.i-oir»> Ti historiii'i iria'^hinioa. ainl a most attractive one. ift«

Kr;/T'ic;iriia<i'.Me i. vid-d me with a more grizzly ?en.'.it,on than I have been

Bhle to cpnjure ii'. lor many years and ' l)Mirli«I in tlie Un-een ' ought to b«

read alod daily to tho^e obvoxious 1 co|;le who cannot bring themselves to bclieT*

in anvthiig tliat does not take ,.la.-e within a Mone's throw ol their r"ish pump.

BY MARCELLE TINAYRE.

THE SILXDOW OF LOVK. Crown 8vo. 6/-

Traiislaicd IVoni ttie Fretiili l>y A. R. Alhnson, M.A.
• • Oi the newer French novelists Marcelle Tinayre is perhaire the best known.

Her work has been crowned by the Frcncli Academy, a!id she po c-ses a very larg»

public in Kurope and in Anien.a. The st.uy <i>:.\s with a girl'.s love and a heroic

sacrifice dictated bv love. "The Shadow <.t I.ovc " i< a book of eitraordinajj

power unconiprami.-inu in it« delineation of certain hard, some might say repulsiT*

facts ol li!e. yet imiinct all thr>ii;;li with an cx-iui-ittly tender and beautiful

pas>ioii of human inteie>t and human symj.a'hy.

BY GEORGE YANE.

THE LIFTED LATCH: A \o\ol. Crown Svo. 6/-

his parents, and a

The scene is set principally in diplomatic

• • • The 1-if'cd I.atch " is a story ol strong situations. The hero i« the »on

ol an Italian attache and a cirl of whose frailly he lakes advan(.M;e. The mother

decides to hide her shame by handing the child over to a loster-mother together

with a sum of money lor its maintenance. When the boy izrows up he becomesby

a curious sequence i>f events and circum-tarirci reunited to

Eerias ol plots ai.d counterplolt lollov,.

circles in Ronu.

THi: LOVE r>RE.\NL Crown Svo. f)/-

-' In this boe.k we i.ieet ^mie Sicilians ol o'd lineage and considerable wealth

settled in a gloomy manor in F.nglanU. The family consi-ls of an ageel and pa.-tly

demente^l Princess, obsessed bv a mono.nania lor revenge, her Rratulon, an attach^

ofthe Italian Emb.i^sy to the ( ourt 0! St. .Ja-,:cs, and his halt s.s-er^ a f'^/--'* "18.

wirnip • wavwa-d and fickle creature. This girl captures Hie heart of Ix.rdl)rury-

whoie father murd .-od the Principe Baldasare di Mo„rea!e-son of theold Princess.

The contr.-t between these S,.iitliei".ers and their Eniilish neighbours is strongly

accentiu'cd. Don Siorza and las h,.'l si,tcr Donna Ciacin'a are no mere puppele

with Italian names; they give th" r-ider the impre-siuti of V^ing people the author

ha., met and dr,iw:i from life. The tra,,tdy in which they are invo vcd Etrikes on«

as inevitable. I'oor Ix>rd Prury, in hi, utter inexi^rience, h^ia taken a beautiiul

c'limcra f. r reality at'.d starts in <!,o pnr-uit o! happine.'s when 11 was all th»

ti'.n" within his t-rasp. The lov- inte'e^t never fla-s to the l.w^t page when the hero,

troubles come to an end. The glimpses ol diplomatic circles m L,ondon are

obviously n't written by an out-ider.

f^iitf,-" WcV. constructed . . . thrillini; scenes and situations fit iiatnr.-illT

uid confCfiuentiy into the framework of its elabor.ite plot."
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THE S(

BT CLARA YIEBIG.

OF HIS MOTHER. Crown 8vo. «/-

Translated by H. Raahauge.

. . When Paul «id Kate Schlieben leave their home in B«"° ^^*|"^ ,*,"

their* wanSering,. ihey have no idea ol l-w mon,en,ous
f° -^tantit^g to We'e

them--and another. A devot|^covu.leMhere^s^^^^^^^ /,,„.

^h'?,d':Tnd'T"orli""o''i^lcno:,i2^ tha't the «>n o. her «ioption i. and alway.

must be the son ol hi» mother.

ABSOLUTION. Crown 8vo. 6/-

Tim*,-- There is considerable strength in Absolution/ ... As a reali.tic

'*"Xl-5TX.'p'.-"T'he"rJ^''is powerlull, told . , ..the tale .iU prove

absorbing v»ith its minute characterisation and real passion.

OUR DAILY BREAD. Crown 8vo. 6/-

.<fft^no!.m-" The story is not only ol great human interest but also exiremely

valulble ^ a study of the condition, in which a large section of 'he poorer classes

Ind smalft^a^ejople o! German cities spend their
'j.;^- .^^"'^^ ^^ | ^f;,'?.""

latee her material with extraordinary vigour. ... Her character, are alive.

B\ H. B. MARRIOTT WATSON.

THE TOMBOY AND OTHERS. Crown 8vo. 3/6 net

Author of "Galloping Dick."

BY H. G. WELLS.
THE NEW MACHIAVELLI. Crown 8vo. 6/-

Also Bound in Cloth with Illustrated paper wrapper 1/- net.

. • rh. y»w }Iachiav*lH is the longest, most carefully and elaborately

T'«J Ihirhi^akes^L andVr Le,rMh.,m%rtistical!y. his most satisfactory

lor^^ ^n TOnlemporary parliamentary life and political journalism in London,

^Tthe grZthTd .hanges in hi. own opinion until the emotions of h« passionate

^f^Blement 8«^ci> the Mory away to its sombre and touching concluMon. In

aSS to the ?u''.length portraits ol Margaret, the neglected wife-perhaps the

fin«t of Mr. Wells', feminine creations^-lsaV-el Hivers. and Remington, there

are scores of sharply differentiated characters sketched .and vignetted: Hemi gton

the faXr, Britten, the intriguing Baileys, the members of the Pentagram Ciixle^

ri^ner the typical don. and Mr. Evesham the (Conservative le^d".
,

I' '^ a/^"
^rl^ and read it-ain. and an endnring picture of contemporary English condit.ens.

21
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JOHN LANE'S LIST OF FICTION

BY MARGARET WESTRUP.

ELIZABETH S CHILDREN. Crown 8vo. 6/-

Daily Telegraph-" The book is charming ... the author ... has a delicate

lam-.Iul touch, a chaimiiig imagination . . . jkillully suggesU character and

moods ... is bright and witty, and writes about children with exquisite know-

ledge and sympathy."

HELEN ALLISTON. Crown 8vo 6/-

Pall Mall Ga^-fUe—" The book has Tiracity, fluency, colour, more than a touch

of poetry and passion. ... We shall look lorward with interest to future work

by the author of ' Helen .^Uiston."
"

Crown 8vo. 6/-

the author treats them (the Young

THE YOUNG O BRIENS.

Saturday fl«»i>tc—" Delightful . .

O'Briens) Tery skillully."

PHYLLIS IN MIDDLEWYCH. Crown 8vo. 6/-

,• It is some ye^rs since " Elizabeth's Children " was published and

immediately ran through editio.i after edition. In her new book the author shows

that same sympathetic touch and sure knowledge of the real child that stamped
" Elizabeth's Children " as a live book. The doings and misdoings of Phyllis are

told with understanding and with numerous and delt touches the little

idiosyncracies of the Mjddlewichites are admirably hit off.

KLIZ.ABETH IN RETREAT. Crown 8vo. 6/-

Ladie-i' Fie!d-" Margaret Westrup has never written a more interesting novel

than ' Elizabi th in Retreat."
"

Punch—' AU the superstition having long af?o been used tip and squaiidered

among the undeserving, it is diinoult to hit ii|.on suci. an exi rf-v^iuu of praise as

the reading oublic will take wMhout a pi\i'-h of salt. Bu; the i-iuiiacier of Evelyn

Winkfie'id is a stroke of genius. Believe me or not a^ you plea-^e. but this is the

beat novel of the year that ha« come my way."

BY EDITH WHERRY.

THE RED I.ANTEKX : Beinu tlie Story ot the Godiio^s of the

Crown 8vivRed Li^ht 6/-

•,• The most exciting novel of recent years. It deals with the Rebellion in

t'hii.a and is of extraordinary anticipatioTi. Sun Yat Sen is vividly depicted under

the name of Sam Wang iu Miss Sklilh Wherry's startling novel.

'»f



JOHN LANE'S LIST OF FICTION

BY IDA WILD.

ZOt THE DANCER. Crown 8vo. 61-

•. The scene cf the ston !• laW In Brussels, where ZoS. little more than »

child shows ber remarkuble aptitude for dancing. Her wonderful yellow hair

secure* for ber a position in a hairdresj^er's window to the oo""*'"* ."«''8*lt <''J^*

good citiMPi.. Chance leads to her adoption ol dancing as a proJesiion The book

is lull ol comedy and tra«edy. and yet it Is the charm and originality ol the tellin«

which holds the reader throughout."

WIDniCOMBE.

BY M. P. WILLCOCKS.

Crown 8vo. 61-

Evtninn ,?fandard -" Worderlully alire and pulsating with a '^«"''>'» j*"""'

which hT\ns% round the reader the rery atmosphere which the author deecribes.

... A fine, rather unusual novel. . . . There are »ome striking studies of women.

fffith—'' \ first novel ol most unusual promise."

Qiinn—" \n unusually clever book."

T H K \V 1 .\ C . LF-SS VICTORY. Crown 8vo. 6/-

rim-'x-
" Snrh bp^ks are worth keeping on the shelves even by the classics,

for thcv are painted in colours that do not lade."

naih/ Tfli-yniph-- A novel ol such power a* Rhould win for its author a

1)C ition'in the front rank of contemporary writer.-: of fiction."

.\ MAX OF C.KNirS. Crown 8vo. 6/

Dailu rc/furup/i
- • \V:ddico!nbe was goo-i, and The Wingless Vic ory

wa. perhaps better but in ' A Man ol Cei.ius' the author l,a. given us Eomething

that should a.s5ure her place iu the front rank ol our living novelists. In this

late-t novel there is so much ol char:uter, so much ol incident, and to its writing

has gone so much insight and observation that it is not easy to praise it without

speiniug ex^ggera'ion."

PiirirA-" There is no excuse lor not reading ' A Man of Geniu* ' and making

a short stay in the 'aeveiith Devon of delight.'"

Oldbe " Exiii".lte."

THE W.AV UP. Crown 8vo. 61-

Dail.j Mail It i-- admirably done . . Evidently worth reading, full ol

cx'reirf'v ciever .iiara. terisation, of sharp and picturesque contracts in personality

... a merci: *• exhibition ol alraoat il! 'he f-Mies known as modem thought.

WINGS OF DESIRE. Crown 8vo. 6/-

Dailu Telenroph - ' ExceP.p-.t as are her earlier no'els. Miss Wlllcocks has

given us nothing else so good. «> full at once ol characiei, thought, and observa

tjon."

Ob$0rv*r—' Aii iheee ire haunting people, memorable and uncommon."

23
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JOHN LANE'S LIST OF FICTION

BY P E. MILLS YOUNG

MYLES CALTHORPE. I.D.B. A Novel. Crown 8vo. 6/

Mren«tho.char.-u-.er which U apt^o land h.^^^
^^^ ^^^.^.^ ^^^^

is applied the title of I. PH., (ne »<>y'"
Vh„ „ime but ia trapped unconsciously

Buyer. Nevertheless he u ^X TiiLZeiiTii^^^^''rn^^^ be
into art ing as go-between. »""*'r ™„'i*?'^'?

°^ '

h, not purchase his

U sentenced to three year^' imprisonment he^u»f °« *"
'

'

,
{"^4 i^dy who

acquittal by throwing a smirch on the
8<><^,'^„*,„^'J*'^X j,*",^, ,' tkce with

Ts won his heart. .Mter.ery.ng »>•%"">»*; "hX\y"ard byewtyaol di«race

'rnh^',rarwrth''his\::drMa res'
;5'':^&--^^-'""> '^ ^'^

w:?k form^thfsubll't oL picture Que and liK^pulsating romance.

GRIT LWVLESS. A Novfl. Crown 8vo.

person'^ palpitating .ilive.

IV'«;m.».f./- Carelte--' Vigmou^ and lull oJ exciting incident,-

SAMS KID-

MISTAKEN MARRIAGE.

CHIP.

ATONEMENT.

A Novel.

A Nov*>l.

A Novel.

A Novel.

Crown 8vo. 61-

Crown 8vo. 6/-

Crown 8vo. 6|-

Crown 8vo. 6/-

POPULAR CHEAP EDITIONS.

Bound in Cloth with Illustrated Coloured Wrapper.

Crown 8vo. i/- net.

THE NKW MACHIAVELLI. By H. G. Wells.

NOVELS BY W. J. LOCKE.

DERELICTS.

THE USURPER.
WHKRK LOVE IS.

THE WHITE DOVE.

THE MOR.ALS OF MARCUS ORDEVNE.

AT THE GATE OF SAMARIA.

IDOLS.

A STUDY IN SHADOWS.
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